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Connect Music Master in
place of headphones. No

batteie., no adjustments.
Price of all models

slightly higher in Canada.

THE advent of Music Master sounded the
death knell of the mere "loud speaker."
For it transformed the radio receiving set into a
musical instrument
triumph of re-creative art.
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Two years ago Music Master's full voiced
volume and characteristic tone qualities heralded
the New Era of Radio Art. It made possible the
re- creation of supreme Music, Song and Speech.

the wonderful stellar program now the
feature of American nation-wide. broadcasting.
In

-it

Music Master does more than reproduce
interprets, it re- creates
transforms mere
radio receiving into artistic enjoyment. Inadequately imitated but never equaled. Music
Master remains the supreme musical instrument of
radio--and there IS no substitute.
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MUSIC MASTER-The Ultimate of Artistic
Radio Re- Creation
Mater's precision instrument is
Munir
acme of scientific perfection
tone chamber of heavy eut aluma
inum is
marvelous mold of sound without
Munit
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bell
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every purchase of their product carries with
it an implicit pledge of unreserved and unconditional protection. Back of your dealer's
full and unfailing service stands the Music
Muter Corporation to guarantee its products
direct to any one, anywhere, at anytime.
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YOU need storage .13" batteries because clear and distant radio reception depends on steady, non -drooping
voltage and strong, hum -free current.

Philco has made "B" storage batteries
easy. convenient and economical to

operate.
To Recharge -just throw the Charging Panel switches and insert the plug
in the Philco NOISELESS Charger.
Cost - five to ten cents. You don't move
the batteries nor disconnect a wire.
You avoid all danger of getting positive and negative mixed and burning
out tubes.
Clean, Dry and Beautiful. The
tightly sealed glass cells are assembled

mahogany -finish cases.
harmonizing with radio cabinets and
furniture.
Built -in Charge Indicator. Tells
you at a glance how much charge
is in the battery at any time. Does
away with the old fashioned hydrometer.
Philco makes storage "A" batteries
of similar convenience and economy.
Also high -powered starting batteries for
your automobile. Your Philco is sure
to be new and fresh because. of course.
Philco Batteries are shipped Drynamic
(dry charged).
See your nearest Philco Service Station. Radio or Music Dealer.
in Adam -brown

-
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IN THE course of his activity as general

1925

right and left without any thought of the
amount of money that they were spending
or the mass of apparatus of various kinds
they were piling up on the shelves of their
closets or in their workrooms.
Today, those fans are so thoroughly
supplied with variable condensers of

manager of this magazine, Mr. W. L.
Dudley visits virtually every section of the
country where there is any considerable
amount of radio business being done.
He calls upon manufacturers, dealers,
Is the
Hook -up Craze wholesalers and retailers and gets
Dying Out?
from them their
slant upon the radio trade as a whole.
Mr. Dudley has found that the last
three or four months have produced a
very remarkable change in sentiment
among manufacturers of apparatus intended primarily for fans who hook up
their own sets. It would probably not he
putting it too strongly to say that there is
an absolute panic among these manufacturers. Their business has slumped away
to a startlingly small percentage of what it
has been and they report that all of the interest nowadays seems to be in complete
sets, not in parts. They explain
this on the theory that it is impossible for radio magazines and
newspapers to find enough new
circuits to keep up the interest
among the fans. Consequently,
they say, the fans are not buying
parts but are turning to the complete sets instead.
I think there can he no question as to the truth of this view point so far as it concerns cities
and the larger
towns. Rut to say
that the interest

March,

all sizes, with coils of all kinds. with
sockets, rheostats, and all of the other
standard parts which go to make up

the average receiving set, that seven
out of ten of them could almost start
a small retail store with what they have
on hand at the present time.
It is true that there have been very few
i11...0.4,'brand -new circuits of much significance
lately. What designers have been doing
has been to develop refinements founded
upon the fundamental good circuits. These
refinements are being tried by the average
fan. The manufacturer of parts, however,
Nadi() in the Home of Charles R. Leutz,
is not in a position to get the reaction from
Forrest Hills, L. 1., N. Y.
this. Why? Simply because the fan does
The radio set is a model C -7 Suivie- Heteradym
not have to go out and buy anything new; all he has to du to try
the new circuit is to go to his
shelves and take down the necessary parts and hook them up in
his set.
It just happens, besides editing this magazine, I also con luct
the radio deuartment of the

EDITORIALLY

SPEAKING

Country Gentleman. That latter
position brings me an average of
something like fout hundred letters a week
these letters being almost entirely from the
in hook -ups and
Tubes
sparsely populatapparatus is dead
ed districts some
is to betray an
By II. M. N.
distance away
ignorance of the
that Mr. Grimes has chosen tubes as the subject of his article
glad
AM
particularly,
from cities or
situation as it
this month. In a recent issue, I stated editorially that use were not giving
for
large towns.
exists throughout
hook -ups for the 1W tube because we did not consider this tube a success. These
Radio is just
the country.
remarks of mine have been very badly misconstrued.
entering t h e s e
I have a very
Many readers have written in to tell of the great success they are having with
audio
frequent'
circuits.
and
There
can
be
no
dispute
places.
Before
these little tubes in regenerative
clear picture of
about the number of sets of this type which are giving perfect satisfaction with the
starting its radio
the situation in
-199. Rut modern fans demand circuits requiring radio frequency amplification
Ely
department, the
my own mind
and it is in such circuits as this that the (1V -199 so frequently fails to perform.
Country Gentleand, while it may
Mr. Grimes, in his article in this issue, very clearly points out the fact that
man conducted an
not be a true
a tube may be an excellent detector or audio frequency amplifier but absolutely fail
investigation and
to give satisfaction in radin frequency amplification circuits. Tkis will clear up the
picture, t h e r e
had in view in my editorial.
that
I
point
found that, of the
may at the same
Other readers have felt that there was, behind my editorial. an antagonistic
more than six
time be enough
feeling toward the Radio Corporation of .1merica. This is absolutely not the case.
million farms in
truth in it to be
I I.mtinned .m rag*. IU
this country, only
of some value to
about two and
the more proone-half per cent
gressive manuhad radio receiving sets. Here is a tremendous potential market
facturers of parts and also to the fans who read this magazine.
absolutely untouched. The farm is the obvious place for a radio
I am quite convinced that the parts market, as far as
set to be almost invaluable. Yet ninety -seven and one -half per
concerns the large cities and the bigger towns. is almost
cent of the farms of the United States do not yet know radio.
saturated at the present time. It is in these large centers
The letters that I receive from the readers of the
of population that radio first took hold. Fans who live in
Country Gentleman prove beyond any question that the
such places started buying apparatus two or three years
hook -up craze is not at all dead. It is
ago and, in their unbridled enthusiasm, bought everything
(c.nunura un ems. ss)
By
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means
One Control

SIMPLICITY of control and operation is

'That

flied all sari toad foiles,
But they couldn't top,. .av ..,.,d.
And 1 We 'ems marlins and steal...t
4 rear .n4 a 4alf

- KII'LINL:

in wave lengths

a

quality easily claimed but hard to achieve.
While recognizing that a certain portion of
Radio purchasers want complication -want a
series of delicate adjustments that make reception a thing of individual skill -want to spend
hours" fishing" for stations -- Sleeper engineers
believe that a far greater number want to be
able to log all stations on a single dial- tuning
so simple that a blind man can get the same
results as an expert.
The Sleeper Monotrol is built for this latter
class. It has but one Tuning Dial calibrated

as

well

as

the usual numbers.

to rune in with a Sleeper
is -look up the wave length of a station -turn
the one dial to that wave length -sharpen

All that

is necessary

the tone with the Resonator

-and

that's all.

Sleeper Monotrols are best sold through demonstration. Any Sleeper dealer is glad to
demonstrate a Sleeper your way.

Time payments if you prefer. A free copy of
the interesting book -"How to Choose a
Radio Set " -is yours upon request.

SLEEPER RADIO CORPORATION, 500 Washington Ave'., Long Island City, N. Y.
Licensed under t..nmea
Inverse Duplex Patenta
No. 1,517,057-8 and

The Sleeper Mon.

1.014.002.

at SI IC.

otrol without se.
ceaaoriea it priced

Horgan Patent No.

MONOTROL
R.
U

S.

PAT. O

F

F

It's Compact
0
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There's more life in
Eveready Batteries
Buy Eveready "B" Batteries and you get elec-

tricity in its surest, safest

and most compact

form. They reduce your operating expense.
New developments in the Union Carbide and
Carbon Research I.aboratories, Inc., have been
converted into new manufacturing processes in
the Eveready factories. Good as they always
have been, Eveready "B" Batteries are much
better today.
The Eveready achievement of giving you
more hours of "B" Battery service for less
money has cut the cost of running receivers in
half, and in some cases the new Evercadvs make
"B" Battery expense only a third of what it
used to he.

There is an Eveready Radio Battery
every radio use.
.Nuau /arltrr,J and quaruatrrd by

for

NATIONAL CARBON COMPANY. I]c.
1lraJyuu.lrr,
New York

Jor Radio

Canadian Nariou.l Carbon Co

San Francisco
Linurnl Tonnuo. Ontario

Radio Batteries
-they last longer

:1'o. 7111
I

Rail,,, letorutatiow

y-volt

Drs Cell
Batters

for all
drl cell
tubes

.\'o. 770
45-t alt

Extra
Large
Vertical
for heart
duty
Price

$4.75

No. 772
45-volt
Large
Vertical
Price
$3.75

No. 771
4% -volt
Battery
improves

quality,
saves

"B"

Batteries
Price 60e

1925

March,
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Let's Talk About Tubes
THERE are tubes and then. again, there
are tubes! Perhaps this is the reason
that most of us are continually whining,
"Yes, we have no tubes !"
Undoubtedly the greatest
source of variation today
in the radio business is
tubes. We used to lay
everything to location and
remark with despair, "It
is radio." This is all very
well with sources of trouble over which we have
no control. It is bad if
we are going to Ilse it ignorantly as an escape
valve for every grievance.

We will frankly admit
right now that we are considerably "het -up" on this

whole tube situation.

In

fact, right this instant the
boiling point is almost
upon us. This article is
being used as an escape
valve; no if you will kindly cover your faces, while
the steam blows off, we
will proceed to blow up.
Powee -ee-ee
There now, let's talk
about it as intelligently as
possible under the circumstances. Something's all
wrong and we are certain
about that. We usually

and partially upholds the manufacturers of
tubes. Both they and the public -that's we
have quite a few things to learn. The
manufacturers have been

By DAVID GRIMES
Associate Yditor of -Radio

In
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absorbing
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are certain that everything is all wrong. In
this case, there is no question about it at all because
facts speak for themselves! Haven't we done
and gone blown up?
A fairly thorough
study partially condemns
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Campus

information
here and there, and some
of the dear public have
"bought and paid for"
some data in the form of,
well -just tubes. Quite a
hit of this will now be

given to you collectively
as only in this way cen
the art progress. We are
going to lay all of our
cards on the table- deuces
as they are. Our hand is
strong on the very number of them.
"Let there be light
and there was light" nc
longer appeals to the modern radio fan at all. What
interests him is whether
or not sounds wander
from his loud speaker and
unfortunately the brilliancy of a vacuum tube
is absolutely no test of its
amplifying efficiency. The
present type of vacuum
tube does not emit much
light and often much less
music. And therein lies
one of our main sources
of difficulty. Would that
we could count the letters
stating, "My tubes lighted
all right, but results were

nothing."
This matter warrants
every serious thought because it is so generally experienced and is not easy
to correct. The larger
(CeatI..ed

e
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Harry Hortich,

violinist,
and leader of the wellknown A. & P. Gypsy
String Ensemble heard
e v e r y Monday evening
through WEAF

By
GOLDA M.
GOLDMAN

IF YOU were asked to
state promptly and
briefly joust what "Chain
Grocery stores" mean to
you. what would you say?
"Cheap prices ?"
"Poor goods ?"

personnel and the freshness
of their stocks were every
thing to be desired. Why
should they not get this
business
Could it he that their appeal to people in all walks
of life had flaws in it?
They had used the selfsame mediums that the
most exclusive business
houses resort to, viz: newspaper advertising, orderly
arrangement of merchandise, clean and appealing
window displays augmented by direct -mail advertising, house - to - house
distributing of printing
matter and kindred publicity channels.
Throughout their advertising, however, price appeal was the outstanding
feature. To say that 98
per cent of the people of
our country are not interested in price appeal would
be a wild assertion, as you
would naturally conclude
that any line of business
that was in position ;u
undersell its competitors
would have a corner on the
market. This is not so the
best type of trade is not
that which is attracted by
price alone and neither
does the house that advertises price exclusively eventually hold its
trade. A price customer may be called a
"Floater" -they belong to any business
just so long as that business maintains a
lower price than its competitors. It therefore behooves any company desiring permanently satisfactory results to advertise
quality consistently if it desires to build a
permanent clientele.
This, then, was the problem faced by
the advertising department of the great
Atlantic and Pacific Tea Company last
year. 'The Little Red Front Store" had
become a symbol for economy. Could they
now make people understand that it is located at the crossroads where Thrift street
and Quality street meet?
Handbills and store placards have their
uses and their places. They do not sue-

"Rapid service ?"
"Standard goods at low
prices ?"
Ten or fifteen years ago
there would have been no
question in your mind.
You would undoubtedly
recall unpleasant experiences with half frozen potatoes, palmed -off canned
goods which were substituted for the brands you
asked for, eggs of doubtful
freshness. You would have
added, according to your
income, that you found it
advisable to do all your
grocery marketing at the
expensive and exclusive
shops, or that you patronized one of the good old fashioned independent grocers entirely. Dollars and
dollars were thus added to
your household budget, but

¿'Red Front Stores'

you knew that you could

serve with confidence the
goods you had bought.
But you will remember
that you once shrank with
identical horror from the
motion pictures, from popular fiction, from eating in any restau- of the public. Customers of the better sort
rants except Nose of the Churchill or thought lightly of the endeavor and continSherry standards. Now you patronize the ued to bestow their patronage upon the old
movies, keep abreast of the best -sellers and time corner grocer or exclusive food shop.
eat dinner downtown regularly in the at- Therefore, the chain stores had to be contractive, less -expensive places before going tent with a clientele composed of those in
to the theatre.
moderate circumstances, or those who felt
And so today you do not find a chill their pocketbooks being pinched.
playing tag up and down your spine when
The companies prospered and the chain
asked what you think of the chain grocers. stores grew even with this somewhat reInstead, you reply promptly.
stricted patronage. It is not characteristic
"Wonderful things, these chain stores. of American business enterprises to be conThe wife does all her buying at the A. tent, however, so A. & P. Stores set to thinkand P."
ing how they could attract the people in
Chain stores started out to reduce the more comfortable circumstances to their
H. C. L.
sell groceries at prices below stores. They knew that they carried in
those in effect before their advent. The stock a good proportion of the table luxuresult was that the low prices fostered an ries commonly served to the "exclusive"
apprehension of inferior food in the minds set; that the sanitary standards, their store

oc

-to
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ceed in spelling distinction. A new medium
must be found. and the company turned to
the newest thing on the market, radio,
which was brought to their attention by
H. Clinton Smith. of the American Telephone and Telegraph Company. Mr. Smith
is steeped in the possibilities of telephone,
telegraph and wireless service, as he has
been connected with the company for thirty
years. Most of his time he has handled the

what to put on the air had to be considered.
We must remember that buying the facilities of WEAF does not mean that you can
give a lecture on the remarkable quality of
your goods or anything of the sort. Instead, you are dependent upon an artistic
and subtle psychological appeal for your
results. The first point to be considered
must always be:
"What am I most anxious to impress
upon the listeners -in ?"
Now, the A. and P. answer to this is
summed up in one word, "Quality," so they
cast about for some group of entertainers
who would be so unusual and high class
that there could be no question of their

gage Company, etc., all of whom buy the
facilities of WEAF, he says:
"I was first considered a little 'soft in
the head' when I predicted two years ago
that all entertainment programs would be
eventually paid for, but now any one can
see it. Radio broadcasting, this wonderful
new avenue in the world of communication,
provides a tremendously valuable medium
for establishing a strong bond of friendly
good will between a seller and the buying
public. It creates a human contact with
customers that cannot be obtained upon
such an enormous scale in any other way."
Once the idea that radin broadcasting
provides a tremendous audience was sold
to the A. and P. Company, the question of

The Gypsies grouped about the microphone
ready to play for the lovers of music

sale of the two first -named services, but
when Station WEAF was opened, he found
himself switched to selling radio service
instead. Now as station account executive
for the A. and P. stores, the Alvan Silver
Company, the American Bond and Mort-

superiority. Then Fate took a hand.
One afternoon Harry Horlick and his
group of players drifted into WEAF to
broadcast on their own behalf. They had
been playing in a Russian cafe which had
burned down, so they were temporarily
out of a home. On that very afternoon
some officials of "The Red Front Store"
were calling upon Mr. Smith and they were
racking their brains for a solution of their
feature problem. As they talked the
strains of a gypsy melody beautifully
played came through the studio loudspeaker.

9

"What is that ?" asked one of the

offi-

cials, entranced.

"That is Harry Ilorlick and his Gypsy
String Orchestra," replied Mr. Smith.
"They are the men I've been looking
for," said the A. and P. man and they
;

were.

For two seasons now the Gypsy String
Orchestra has broadcast every Monday
night for an hour, and by the high quality
of its performance has demonstrated to the
unseen audience the fact that they may
trust the standard of the goods on the
shelves of the ten thousand stores whose
management employs them to play.
On the shelves of these enterprising

grocers you will find teas from Ceylon,
spices from the Far East, canned fruit from
our own California, rice from China, coffee
from Brazil-all quarters of the world send
their contributions to our table. What
more suitable representation for these
stores, then, than a band of men from
across the seas, playing the haunting airs
which stir the blood of all races and lands,
with the winds of romance breathing,

breathing through them?
Many of the real gypsies come from
Southern Russia, from the region around
the Black Sea, which accounts for the fact
that the half -dozen Russians who compose
the orchestra are so imbued with the spirit
,. ,, Ke ,o)
of this type of music. (s o,,,,v,
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How to Build a"Comrncrcidl Countcrfkx'
IN RECENT issues

of this magazine 1
have given building instructions for
two-tube and three -tube Counterflex receivers. The captions under the illustrations
erroneously described these sets as "Commercial" models. These receivers were distinctly and intentionally "amateurish" in
their construction, wooden baseboards
being used in the customary amateur style.
This month I am going to show you how
to build a "Commercial" model of three tube Counterflex receiver, using exactly the
same circuit as the set which I described in
the January issue, but designed to meet the
requirements of the circuit more efficiently.
So far as operating results are concerned,
the commercial model is only slightly more
efficient than the amateur model, but the
commercial receiver has a much more attractive appearance and is very much
easier to assemble and wire. I know it
doesn't look easy to build, but it really is
very simple, and I hope to demonstrate very
clearly just how easy it is.
Of course, you cannot build this set with
any odd parts which you have lying 'round

By KENNETH HARKNESS
An.orL1. Editor of aodlo

In the

Home

the material in this article
fully protected by the copyright laws. Permission to republish, either in whole or in
part. will be cheerfully given
providing the republication is
fully credited to "RADIO IN
HOME, Philadelphia."
TILE
Otherwise this circuit and these
instructions must not be used by
other publications nor in any
other unauthorized manner.
.411

is

H. M. N.

the house; for instance, of all the audio
transformers on the market, there are only
three makes, to my knowledge, which will
fit this set. If you do not own any of these
transformers you will have to buy them.
Similarly, you need a special triple socket
subpanel to make this receiver; but this,
and all other parts, can be purchased, and
all you have to do is to assemble and wire
them in the usual manner. You don't need
any special tools-just the usual screwdriver, pliers and soldering iron.
The wiring is particularly easy, because
the set was designed with this object expressly in view. It was carefully designed
for quantity production in a factory, and,
since the bending and soldering of wires is
one of the most costly items of production,
you will realize it was necessary for me to
arrange the parts so that they could be
wired together as easily as possible.
The main difference between this receiver and the average home -built set lies
in the arrangement of the tube sockets and
audio -frequency transformers. Amateur
constructors usually mount their tube sock-
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ets and audio-frequency transformers
alongside each other on a wooden baseboard, whereas, in this receiver, a hard rubber triple -socket "subpanel" is used.
The audio -frequency transformers are
mounted underneath this subpanel and the
entire unit is held to the front panel of the
receiver with two small brackets. Fig. 8
shows how this simplifies the wiring of the
audio-frétluency transformers. It would
manifestly be impossible to obtain such
short, direct wiring if the tube sockets and
audio transformers were mounted alongside each other on a baseboard.
I have so many illustrations accompanying this article that i have omitted the
schematic wiring diagram of the receiver.
The circuit, however. was given in the
January issue. I have also explained the
functioning of the three -tube Counterflex
circuit in previous issues. So I will devote
the remainder of my space to a very full
and detailed explanation of the construe-

tion of this "commercial" model of Counterflex Receiver.
LIST OF PARTS
The following is a complete list of the
parts needed to build this receiver:
1 front panel (Radion or Formica),
1
1

1

1

2

measuring 7 in. x 18 in.
Ilarkness triple socket subpanel

with mounting brackets.
Harkness or Shamrock counter former, Type T1.
Ilarkness or Shamrock counter former, Type T2.
Harkness or Shamrock counter don vernier condenser.
Harkness, Shamrock or Kardon
audio -frequency transformers.
binding posts.

5
2 20 -ohm
1

1
1

rheostats.

filament battery switch.
3-prong telephone jack.
4 -prong filament control telephone
jack.

grid condenser (.00025 mfd.).
grid leak (1 megohm).
fixed condenser .0001 mfd.
1 fixed condenser .00025 mfd.
2 33,ÿ" dials.
1 3" dial.
2 lengths of "spaghetti."
6 length of bus -bar (or Celatsite
1
1
1

wire).

The rheostats, jacks, fixed condensers,
dials, etc., are all standard parts; any good
makes can be used.
The triple- socket subpanel is not so
well known as the other parts, being a new
product and designed somewhat differently
from the usual triple socket. This subpanel was designed especially for the three tube Counterflex receiver, although it can
be used, of course, to build any three -tube
set. Holes are already drilled in this panel
for the audio-frequency transformers and
battery binding posts. Mounting brackets
are supplied. It is absolutely necessary to
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passed through a
standardized factory on a moving
belt and that the
instructions given below are addressed to the
workmen w h o
perform each
progressive step
until the receiver
is completed.
First S t e
(See Fig. 4)Mount the triple
socket subpanel,
the two rheostats, the battery
switch and the
two
telephone
jacks on t he
front panel, as in
Fig. 4.
Th i s
drawing shows
how the parts appear when you

jack (4B).

Wire. No. 5-From 90 -volt B plus binding post (5A) to Wire No. 4 (at point
5

B).

BATTERY SWITCH

more wires as follows:
Wire No. 6 -From positive filament contact of sec
ond audio tube socket (6A)
to second prong of horn

fied makes of

too low.
Before assembling and wiring this receiver it is necessary to drill the front
panel. For this you need a small hand drill and a few drills. Fig. 3 shows the
exact positions and sizes of the various
holes. You can lay out the positions of
these holes directly on the panel itself or
make a full -size drawing, paste it over

your panel and locate the centers of the
holes with a center punch.
When building a radio set most amateur constructors assemble all the parts
and then wire the completely assembled
set. In these pages, however, I am going
to show you how to assemble and wire this
receiver step by step, clearly illustrating
each step as we go along. You can imagine,
if you wish, that this receiver is being

Third Step -(See Fig.

6) -Bend and solder five

use one of the three speci-

audio -frequency transformer, as
these are the only kinds
which will fit underneath
the subpanel. Other makes
1C
of transformers are designed only for upright
baseboard
mounting on a
and cannot be used to build
this set.
The Counterformer can
either be purchased complete or the coils can be
wound and mounted on
.00025 mfd. variable condensers. The winding specifications of the coils were
given in the December,
1924, issue.
The Counterdon is just
a vernier condenser given
this distinguishing name as
it was designed to cover the
correct range of capacity
needed by the counteracting condenser of the CounI would
terflex circuit.
like to emphasize that the
Counterflex circuit needs a counteracting
condenser of a much higher capacity than
is afforded by some vernier condensers on
the market. The "neutralizing" condensers sold for the neutrodyne circuit are
quite unsuitable: their capacity is much

1925

room which the audio transformers will
occupy when they are later mounted beneath the tube sockets, as in Fig. 8.
Solder these five wires to the terminals
indicated in Fig. 5 so that they join the
terminals together as follows:
Wire No. 1 -From negative filament
contact of reflex socket (1A) to negative
filament contact of second audio tube
socket (1B), then to one side of the amplifier rheostat (1C).
Wire No. 2-From negative filament
contact of detector tube socket (2A) to one
side of detector rheostat (2B).
Wire No. 4 -From plate contact spring
of second audio tube socket (3A) to third
prong of horn jack (3B). By the third
prong I mean the third prong from the
top, the first prong being the one farthest
from the framework of the jack.
Wire No. 4 -From fourth prong of
horn jack (4A) to third prong of phone

jack (6B).

Wire No. 7 -From A
plus binding post (7A) to
first prong of horn jack
(7B). This wire passes
straight over the reflex
tube socket (under the reflex
audio transformer
when it is mounted in position) and should be partly
covered with spaghetti to
prevent any possibility of
the tube socket contacts

shorting on it. Spaghetti.
of course, is not required
if you use Celatsite wire.

17675

look underneath
subpanel.
t h e

The names of the
various parts are
also indicated in
this drawing. If
you have some
experience in designing and wiring receivers you
will realize that
this arrangement
of the apparatus
permits unusually simple and
efficient wiring.
Second Step
(See Fig.
Bend five pieces
of wire into the
shapes required,
as indicated in
Fig. 5, remembering to make
allowance for the

-

5)-

Wire No. 8 -From positive filament contact of detector tube socket (3A) to
positive filament contact of
reflex tube socket (3B),

March, 1925
then to wire No. 7 (at point 8C). Note
that the portion of this wire which passes
over the detector tube socket must also be
covered with spaghetti, if ordinary bus -bar
is used.
Wire No. 9 -From grid contact of detector tube socket (9A) to one side of the

RADIO IN THE HOME

FIG .9

to it.
Wire No. 10 -From A minus binding
post (WA) to one side of battery switch

(l0B).
Fourth Step-(See Fig. 7) -To finish

up the wiring of the filament circuit, bend

and solder this remaining connection:
Wire No. 11 -From open side of detector rheostat (11A) to open side of amplifier rheostat (11B),
and then to open side
of battery s w i t c h
(11C). When bending
this wire remember to
make allowance for
the space which the
Counterdon will occupy when it is
mounted on the front
panel. (See Fig. 2).
Fifth Step -(See
Fig. 8) -Mount the
two audio- frequency
transformers as
shown in Fig 8. Make
sure you mount them
so that the markings
P, B +, G and F,
stamped on the metal
housing of each transformer, occupy t. h e
positions indicated in
the drawing. The

O

1

grid condenser (9B). The grid condenser
is not attached to the suhpanel; it is
merely held in place by the wires soldered
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(G) lead of the reflex
transformer yet. In-

structions for this will
be given later.

Connection No. 15Grid (G) lead of second audio transforr:
er to grid contact of
second audio tube
socket (15).
Connection No. 16Filament (F) lead of
second audio transformer to wire No. 10

transformers specified
in the list of parts are

made in t wo styles,
one with soldering
lug or binding -post
terminals and the

(at point 16).
Connection No. 17Plate (P) lead of second audio transformer to center prong of
phone jack (17).
Connection No. 18B lead of second audio transformer to the
fourth prong of horn
jack (18).
Sixth Step (See
Fig. 9) -mount counterformers 'l'1 and 'l'2
on the front panel. in
Fig. 9 Counterformer
T1 appears on the
right and Counter former T2 on the left.
The terminals of the
Counterformers are numbered, the numbers appearing on the labels inside the
coils. Be careful when wiring to these
terminals. It is extremely important that
these transformers be correctly connected
in the circuit.
Make the following connections:
Wire No. 19 -From terminal No. 2
(19A) of Counterformer Ti to wire No. 10
(at point 19B).
Connection No. 20-Solder one side of
the .00025 mfd. fixed condenser to wire
No. 19 (at point 20).
Wire No. 21 -From open side of the
.00025 mfd. fixed condenser (21A) to grid
contact of second audio tube socket (21B).
Connection No. 22-Solder one side of
the .0001 mfd. fixed condenser to wire No.
19 (at point 22).
t

-

other without terminals. It will be noticed
that the type used in
building this set has

no terminals.

Short direct
connections are made with
the flexible leads of the
transformer coils, thereby
simplifying the wiring.
Cover the flexible leads of
the transformer coils with
spaghetti of the required
length and solder them as
follows:
Connection No. 12 -B+
lead of the reflex audio
transformer to DET+ binding post (12).
Connection No. 13 -Plate
(P) lead of the reflex audio
transformer to the plate contact of the detector -tube
socket (13). Pass this lead
underneath the transformer
as shown in the drawing.
Connection No. 14 -Filament (F) lead of the reflex
audio transformer to wire
No. 10 (at point 14).
Do not connect the grid

Wire No. 23-From open side of .0001
mfd. fixed condenser (23A) to Terminal
No. 4 of Counterformer T1 (23B).
Wire No. 24 -From stationary plates
of Counterformer T2 variable condenser
(24A) to terminal No. 3 of Counterformer
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Counterformer T2 (26A) to the first prong this connection run the bus-bar close up to
the reflex audio transformer, wrap the grid
of phone jack (26B).
Wire No. 27 -From terminal No. 2 of lead of the transformer around the bus
Counterformer 'f2 variable condenser Counterformer T2 (27A) to plate contact bar, and solder.
Wire No. 29 -From stationary plates
(25A) to terminal No. 4 of Counterformer of reflex tube socket (27H).
Wire Nn. 2R -From terminal No. 4 of of Counterformer T1 variable condenser
T2 (25B), then to positive filament contact
Counterformer T1 (28A) to the rotor plates (29A) to grid contact spring of reflex tube
of detector tube socket (25C).
Bend of Counterformer T1 variable condenser socket (29B).
Seventh Step-(See Fig. 10)
Wire No. 30-From terminal No. 3 of
(28B), then to the grid (G) lead of the
and solder the following wires:
Wire No. 26 -From terminal No. 1 of reflex audio transformer (28C). To make Counterformer T1 (30A) to wire No. 29
(at point 308).
T2 (24B), then to open end of the grid

condenser (24C).

Wire No. 25 -From movable plates of

-

-

Eighth Step

--

(See Fig. 11)
Mount the Counterdon on the front
panel. Then make
the last three connections:
Wire No. 31From the movable
plate of the Counterdon (31A) to
the movable plate
of the reflex tube
socket (318). Note
that this lead runs
over the top of
the subpanel, this
being the most direct route.
Wire No. 32From the stationary plates of the
Counterdon (32A)
to t h e movable
plates of Counter former T1 variable condenser (at
point 32B).
Wire No. 33From the antenna

binding post

(33A) to one of
the clips on Coun-

terformer

T1

(33B). Make this
connection with a
flexible wire. Connect to the clip
which gives the
I

tontlnu
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Ij there's a tree nearby, put

up a pole
in it as one of the aerial's supports.
The tree is an absorber, however, so
don't allow the aerial wire itself to
come close to its foliage

10 O Per Lent Antenna
By BRAINARD FOOTE
LIKE to say few words to those of
IDyou who havea just recently
become
members of our increasing radio audience.
You've purchased, perhaps, a standard
commercial receiving set and with it you
have plenty of drawing and instructions
fnr connecting
t h e batteries,
the loud speaker and the
ground and
aerial.
How- SI

ever. unless .1
you have made
a
particular
study of the
installation itself. you are
not giving
your new receiver a
full chance to perform.
You are not getting out
of the air all that there
is in it for you to get. And no matter how
extremely sensitive your receiver may be,
no matter how selective is its tuning and
no matter how well it may work with a
small and low aerial wire. you are not getting the utmost out of it until you see to it
that your antenna is as nearly perfect as
your conditions will permit. Of course,
locations vary immensely and it is therefore
absolutely impossible to predict just what
sort of reception you will have in any
given location until you actually try it.
The worst possible receiving conditions
occur right in the heart of a large city, in
the midst of huge steel buildings. Some
very peculiar effects are often noticed. for
very frequently some of the buildings themselves, if they're high enough. have "wave
lengths" just suited to some station that
you wish to receive. If a building, let us
say, should have a wave length of 395 meters and is right between you and some
local station using that wave length, your
reception from that station is likely to he
poor on account of the building's absorption. On the other hand, if the building is

erected with an eye to maximum efficiency.
To operate most successfully, it is but
"horse sense" that the aerial must be given
every chance in the world to pick up a
maximum of energy from every station
within range. And any structure protruding upward from the earth must of necessity be regarded as an obstacle to radio
operation, whether it be a water -tank. a
tree, a bridge, a barn or other building.
no matter whether Your objective should be an antenna which
you dwell in city or is so placed as to be at the greatest possible
suburb, village or distance from these objectionable obstacles.
This suggestion is in most cases imfarm, your receiving
conditions may possible to follow completely and the inbe made as stallation of the aerial becomes a matter of
nearly perfect a selective choice among a dozen or so
as your location "evils." Structures made of wood, stone,
permits, pro - brick, stucco. hollow tile and the like may
vided your an- be regarded as much less in detrimental
tenna system is effects than those of iron and steel. A
planned and lower antenna run to a wood building will
often function more satisfactorily than a
much higher one placed near a steel build-

the other side of you, it may help you to
receive that station.
Conditions in suburban towns are practically as good as far out in the country
when it comes to long distance work, the
only drawback (so some consider it) being
the comparative proximity to powerful local stations that will prevent ."DX" work
until they sign off
for the evening. Rut

7,.

s

A garage or barn offers good footing for
the extra pole. Placed in this way; it can
be guyed firmly, even though you ?MC a 20foot pipe or flagpole

For the suburban
home on a small
lot. The aerial is
confined to t h e
house itself. Make
a good job of it
and no one will
consider it a detriment in point of

appearance

ing, or close to a metal roof. However, a
steel tower, smoke-stack or water -tank
some distance away makes an ideal support providing about 50 to 150 feet of rope
or guy -wire on the other side of an insulator is employed to bridge the gap between

March,
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aerial and supporting point. A highly
efficient antenna installation is erected with
the following points in mind:
1. Over -all length from tip to ground lev.:l
not over 150 feet.
2. No close approach to trees or buildings.
3. Horizontal part as high as possible.
4. Lead -in wire away from building.
5. Absence of joints, soldered or otherwise.

6. As few insulators as possible.
7. Ground lead direct to street main.
8. Set placed close to window where lead-

as though it were a separate antenna.
Trees and buildings form pretty good
antennas in themselves and sap a great
deal of energy out of the "air" and away
from the aerial. It is not bad practice,
however, to use a tree for the support of
an antenna, providing the aerial wire ends
at least 25 and preferably 40 or 50 feet
from the tree. The remaining distance is
bridged by a piece of rope or a length of
guy wire, with an insulator at the end of
the aerial wire. The aerial ought to be
higher than the tree, too. so it is a good

1925

feet in length, it is of distinct advantage
to get it high and clear of surrounding
objects. The lead -in wire from the aerial
to the set should run eight to ten feet out
from the building if possible, or if it comes
down through an areaway or court, it
should be placed right at the center. And
it is best in all cases to make the lead-in
wire and the aerial wire one and the same
piece -the lead -in merely being the aerial
wire extended. If it is necessary to buy a
longer length than 100 feet to insure that
you will have just one length of wire from

your antenna
binding post out
to the end of the
1 só
aerial, b u y the
necessary length
aerials.
and thus a v o i d
Now it isn't usually poi ible to put up
soldered or twisted
an aerial excelling perfectly in all these
joints.
different ways, but at any rate, coming as
To reduce the
close as you can to all of them wit! improve
chances of leakage
your reception markedly. A very long
during the damp
antenna is not desirable for several
weather, a multireasons. In the first place, the tuning is
plicity of insuso broadened that interference from code
lators should be
stations and between broadcasters on diffrbanned. Use only
erent wave lengths is always the result.
two insulators to
Then, again, the antenna system will have
suspend the aerial
a "natural wave length" up in the broadand one, when poscasting band and this will prevent good
sible, as an attachreception an wave lengths near this nament joint for the
tural wave length. Few sets today use a
lead-in wire. This
tuned aerial circuit. For example, the
is located r i g h t
neutrodyne and all other forms of tuned
near the lead-in
radio -frequency circuit have a fixed
bushing, and takes
antenna coil. So dues the popular three the strain off the
circuit tuner. The wave length of the This apartment house aerial is about as perfect as it can be made. hushing itself. The
antenna circuit must be less than that of Two strong iron pipes form the poles, secured with two sets of lead -in wire must
the lowest wave length broadcast station guy wires each and a special prop Maintains the lead -in away from not approach the
received, or difficulty will be had in getting
wall of the buildthe building wall
stations near the lower waves.
ing until it gets
In the case of a high apartment house, plan to lash a stout pole to one of Cie main directly opposite the window.
the effective ground level is raised a great branches so that the point of sup] ort will
It is a good plan to run the ground lead
deal, on account of the large amount of be as high above the tree as you can outside the wall, right down to a cellar
piping and wiring in the building. In such make it.
window and thence inside to the water
situations, a counterpoise usually perTo avoid breakage of the aerial when main. A length of heavily insulated wire
forms much more satisfactorily than the the tree sways in the wind, a smooth
about No. 12 in size is preferred for this
ordinary ground connections. The counter- running pulley may be fastened to the lead, or else a piece of the same sort of
pole, a rope passed througlpit, and a win- wire that you use for the aerial, suspended
dow sash weight tied to the on insulators outside. This type of ground
rope. When the tree sways connection is vastly superior to an attachthen, the weight will move ment to the radiator in the room unless
up and down, al .ays keep- you are in an apartment building. In that
ing the aerial t i g h t l y case, especially if you are high up in the
stretched and at a fixed dis- building, the direct connection is apt to be
tance from the ground.
better. It is quite important to have short
Poles on the roof of a wires in the room. On this account, locate
house or apartment building your set near the entrance bushing and run
should be very firmly guyed the aerial wire directly to the antenna
into position. If the pole is binding post. If it is necessary to pass the
of steel (a length of pipe wire through a hole in the rear of the
will do) three guy wires are cabinet, slip a length of spaghetti over it
usually needed at the middle to prevent actual contact with the woodand three at the top. The work. A fairly heavy sort of wire is best
aerial itself should not be for the aerial, either bare or stranded, and
used to support the pole
at least No. 14 in size. Stranded wire is
the poles should be inde- less apt to break during bending caused
pendent a n (1 capable of by the wind.
standing by themselves in
To avoid losses at points of contact,
the strongest wind.
the joints should be thoroughly cleaned beA very fine apartment
fore the wire is attached. This applies
To bring your apartment house antenna up on an even
keel, a small topmast clamped to the clothespole is useful, house aerial can be made by particularly to the ground pipe, which
erecting two 18 -foot lengths should be scraped and sandpapered down
providing the landlord is good natured
of iron pipe (about 11/2 to the shiny metal before the ground clamp
poise consists of a wire 75 to 100 feet long, inches in diameter) about 100 feet apart is put on. Connections in the set that are
run out horizontally from the window to and guying each pole securely to surround- included in the antenna circuit (the antenna
which the aerial lead comes, not necessarily ing chimneys, vent pipes and the like. coupling coil or primary) must be cleaned
placed directly underneath the aerial, but Heavy galvanized iron wire is suitable for and tight, too, for the slightest bit of resistat least 40 feet lower than it. If it is the stays. The aerial wire itself should be ance anywhere between the antenna's tip
necessary to slant the counterpoise down- about 60 feet long, with a lead -in from and the water main will lower the signal
ward to increase the distance between the end that is nearest your lead -in strength perceptibly.
It is often necessary to put up an aerial
aerial and counterpoise. by all means do window. Even though the horizontal
so. The counterpoise is insulated just portion of the antenna be only about 50 near other aerials and ,...,,...d .,, Pear. ,,,
in enters.

9. Wire fairly heavy and rigid.
10. Clean connections throughout.
11. Straight, well -secured aerial masts.
12, Not near or parallel to other wires or

.;r")

-
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Miss Georgene Faulkner, Amertca's original "Story Lady" (copyrighted), who broadcasts a weekly
radio story to children every

nesday over

WMAQ

Wed-

WMAQ. Chicago,"lheMother oFthem All"
SIT in your comfortable armchair before
the fire, with your slippers and smoking jacket on (yes, there are still some folks
who stay at home long enough to wear
them), tune in on Saturday evening to
WMAQ, Chicago, at about eight- thirty.
Your smoke dreams may help carry you
into the far country-for over the radio
you may listen to an interesting travelogue -the kind for which you pay several
dollars for orchestra chairs each season.
Open your rotogravure section of the
Saturday Daily News, to the page of radio
photologue -pictures of travel, and follow
the lecture into Java and Sumatra with
E. M. Newman or another week into
China with Mrs. Carter Harrison, to Italy
with Miss Clara Laughlin or to King Tut's
tomb with Professor Breasted, of the University of Chicago
comes over the
radio every Saturday night and is given in
conjunction with the rotogravure section
;

-it

The page comprises travel
pictures, together with a map of the country discussed and photo of the lecturer.
The lecturer comes into the radio studio
at eight- thirty. and gives a short descriptive talk regarding this page. This radio
photologue is a new and novel radio feature, wholly original and exclusive with
of the paper.

founding of the station, with their interesting musical interpretations. They have

given analyses of operas and the Chicago
Symphony weekly programs, have conducted a Musical Memory contest for children, also a series "Hearing America
First," and this year are doing what is
known as "Musical Geography." They are
WMAQ, Chicago.
devoting two weeks to each country, first
Educational, you say! WMAQ is more with the folk music and later with the well than that. It is constantly seeking to find known composers. These series have been
hidden gold in some unusual performance indorsed by the General Federation of
or some greatly desired radiocast. Its pro- Women's Clubs, of which Mrs. Oberndorfer
Mrs.
grams are musically of the first rank, is National Chairman of Music.
from either a literary or purely entertain- Oberndorfer (formerly Anne Shaw Faulkforemost
auAmerica's
ing standpoint. You enjoy their programs ner), is one of
the more because you never can be quite thorities in musical appreciation and fedsure what surprise WMAQ will give you erated club work along the lines of
Americanization in music and folklore.
when you tune in.
Every kind of representative music is
Musically, WMAQ features nationally
known musicians. Mr. and Mrs. Marx E. heard on the Oberndorfer programs. EsOberndorfer, lecture -recitalists, llave been pecially interesting and valuable were last
regular WMAQ contributors since the season's "operalogues," which preceded the
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Right Miss
Clara Laughlin,
have specialized in these and their recital one of the radio
lectures are in demand in every city. Marx photologue I e eOberndorfer is a well -known pianist and
over
composer and Mrs. Oberndorfer's lectu -es
are supplemented by his illustrative piano WMAQ, who also
playing.
a
weekly
gives
You can imagine how much more in- lecture on travel
teresting the performance of Thais by
Mary Garden would be after hearing the programs go to
Oberndorfers' operalogue, or Marshall's t h e MacDowell
Samson, or Louise homer's Amneris in fund, and the lit"Aida." The Oberndorfers give the oper- tle woman tours
atic themes, the plot, characters and cast America telling
and an intimate drawing -room version of tomorrow's a s
the whole opera.
well as today's
Listeners wrote in their appreciation musicians of the
of the various programs of "Ilearing value of America
America First" series, with special appre- for Americans.
ciation of cowboy music of the great West
At Peterboro,
and Southern folklore of the days of the creative
American
It
gave
the
Stephen Foster.
in the
public insight into music of its own people. Three Arts can
A recent radio debut was given as a find isolation in
special courtesy to Mrs. Oberndorfer, when one of the many
Mrs. Edward MacDowell, widow of Ed- cabin studios
ward Macllowell, America's greatest com- scattered over
poser, gave a program of MacDowell the four hundred
music interspersed with the history of acre tract. It
the MacDowell colony (at Peterboro, New WAS Macflowell's
Mrs. Mac- idea to help the
Hampshire) over WMAQ.
Dowell makes her life work the perpetu- artist to create
ation of the MacDowell colony, the summer and Mrs. Maccolony in the New Hampshire woods for Dowell gave her
the creative artist. Proceeds of her recital first radio perWMAQ weekly broadcast of the Chicago
Civic Opera. Mr. and Mrs. Oberndorfer

turers

artist

Left -Mrs. Edward MacDowell.
widow of the late
Edward MacDowell, the greatest American
composer. Mrs.
MacDowell l e ctures on MacDowell music,
playing his compositions and
sometimes using
lantern slides of
the famous MacDowell colony, at
Peterboro, N. H.
Mrs. MacDowell

recently made
her radio debut
over WMAQ ax a
special courtesy
to Mrs. Obern-

dorfer

formance over WMAQ last season, telling
the listeners of the aims and aspirations
which are the fulfillment of the Peterboro
Idea.
Some one once called the Chicago radio
stations a large, friendly family -and
added that WMAQ was "the mother, God
bless her, of them all."
WMAQ began with a newspaper service, in the mind of Walter A. Strong, business manager of the News, who combined
the first WMAQ station with an advertising venture on the roof of the Fair store.
He engaged the services of Miss Judith C.
Waller, born and reared in a Chicago suburb. Miss Waller supplemented her school
days with brief European travel, and from
that entered the business world as an
office executive in New York and Chicago
advertising agencies.
Miss Waller has unusual vision. Her
ideals for reaching the public, for giving
them what they need as well as what they
want, have been often in advance of other
radio stations.
Sometimes they have called WMAQ
programs "highbrow," but you will notice
that any announcement in the News of a
radio departure from the beaten path of
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Left-Miss Judith
C. Waller,

director

of the station. She
gives its listeners

always something
worth while and
unusual
club publicity, she
was recently appointed r a d i o

chairman

in

the

new department of
the General Fede-

ration.
Nightly orchestra from the La
Salle Hotel down-

stairs, from the
Chicago Theatre
programs of twin

organ and orchest r a , afternoon

home

economics
by Mrs. Elizabeth
O. Ifiller of the
Daily News staff,

Mrs.

songs and instrumentation has
Hooded the mails with response
from listeners who approve and
want more. Miss Waller's personal tact makes and keeps her
friends. Her busy desk at the
News office is often a clearing
house for friendly suggestions.
A recent wire connection to
t h e University of Chicago
brings deans and professors of
this great institution in weekly
talks, of from twenty to thirty
minutes, on all subjects connected with the universities.
Particular care is given to keep the talks
nontechnical or at least understandable
to the average radio listener.
As former President Judson of the University of Chicago once said that to meet
the ken of the people you must meet the
intelligence of a sixteen- year -old, WMAQ
is striving to meet a like demand. Northwestern University professors are weekly
before the WMAQ studio microphone as
well.

Football games, World Series, sports
of all kinds in the public eye, bring
WMAQ in the vanguard with remote control radiocast directly f r o m the ball
grounds and stadiums; also weekly luncheon talks from the Association of Commerce, Illinois Manufacturers' Association,

Y. M. C. A. Forum speakers, Illinois Federation of Women's Clubs (afternoon broadcast with clubwomen all over the State
listening in). In appreciation of Miss
Waller's helpful activities in federated

Frances

Ford's Mothers' Council as well as the Children's Wide Awake programs in conjunction with the newspaper, a home nursing
course under Red Cross direction given
by Miss Estelle Weltman, Harry Hansen's
book reviews and Clara Laughlin's Tuesday
travel talks are some of the weekly WMAQ
practical features.
The WMAQ players are a recent addition. Under the co- direction of Mrs. Alexandra Carlisle Jenkins, formerly leading
woman in the "Fool," who retired last season from the stage when she married J.
Elliott Jenkins, a well-known Chicago clubman and radio expert -and William Ziegler Nourse, an experienced actor and coach,
the WMAQ players present "play nights"
each week of one-act plays or those of
greater length, when an act will be given
for two or three consecutive weeks. This
group is as well rehearsed as a regular
theatrical company and their productions
have received favorable comment. Mrs.
Jenkins also condbcts a weekly course in
English diction which is popular, her own
English pronunciation giving rise to a German woman's hasty phone inquiry regarding "so much propaganda being given for
the English." There is one
feature of which WMAQ is
proud and which has made itself famous in child circles and
children's educational work. It
is the Wednesday evening story
broadcast by Miss Georgene
Faulkner, probably the best
known and beloved children's
story teller in America today,
the original "Story L a d y"
(copyrighted) of books, Chautauqua, talking machine reeords and radio fame.
Miss Faulkner is a Chicago
woman, an instructor in the
fashionable Faulkner private
school, and her stories interest
all ages. You enjoy her stories
of Lincoln's boyhood, or her
(Confirmed on Page 3A)

Alexandra. Carlisle
Jenkins (Mrs. Elliott Jenkins) and
William Nourse.,
who are co- directors of the WMAQ
players, who present a play or an
act of a play each
week
(Mrs. Jenkins, Phot
by Shideler)
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Sylvan Harris with
the DX- Getter described in this

article

part which is in the

WHEN a radio fan is
asked to draw a
circuit of a regenerative

receiver, irivariably he
will show either a tickler
c o

i

l

arrangement

i

n

series with the phones
and B battery, or a
variometer in the plate
circuit. There are many
other variations of the
regenerative type of receiver besides these two
circuits and the results
which may he obtained
with some of these may
often exceed those obtainable with the usual
circuits. The subject of
this article is an adaptation of the Hartley circuit to receiving broadcast signals.
The well -known circuit diagram of the Hartley circuit is shown in
Fig. 1.
A single coil is shown
connected to the grid at
one end and to the plate
at the other end through
the source of voltage
which may be a battery or a generator. A
variable condenser is connected around this
coil, the coil and condenser forming a
tuned circuit.
This circuit is subject to many variations, depending on the use to which it is
to be put. In some cases. where short
waves are desired, the condenser may be
connected across either that part of the
coil between the grid and filament or that
part which is between the plate and filament. The connection to the filament is
made near the center of the coil for most
efficient operation of the outfit as a generator of radio frequency current.
In this circuit a by-pass condenser is
required around the source of voltage, as
shown in Fig. 1. The reason for this is
that the oscillation circuit is energized by
the high -frequency voltage across the
points A and B of the coil. If the impedence
of the generator is very high, this potential difference will be small and consequently the energy transferred from that
part of the coil in the plate circuit to that

grid circuit will be
small.
Advantage of this
fact is taken in this
circuit to be described
`
here. A condenser is
inserted between the
plate of the tube and
the point. H of the coil,
so that it can be made
sufficiently small. and
consequently have its
impedence raised to
such a value that the
oscillation will cease.
Furthermore, it is not
necessary to have the
source of voltage connected in series with
the coil and plate.
Fig. 2 shows an arrangement embodying
this idea. This allows
only the high fre,,uency oscillations to
flow through the coil
which otherwise
would have to carry
both the alternating
and D. C. components
of the plate current.
If necessary, a high -frequency choke coil
should be connected in series with the generator, as shown at L, Fig. 2, to prevent
the high frequency oscillations from entering the generator.
The circuit diagram of the regenerative detector, based upon this Hartley circuit, is shown in Fig. 3. The condenser,
C -2, is a small condenser, as explained
above, connected in series with the coil and
plate to control the regeneration, or conditions for oscillation.
When the capacity of this condenser is
small, its reactance is high and little energy
flows through the coil. If the regeneration is low, the circuit cannot oscillate.
When the capacity is increased, more and
more energy is allowed to flow to the coil,
increasing the feed back into the grid circuit, until a point is reached at which oscillations are set up.
Another coil is coupled to this one to
act as a primary connected to the antenna
and ground. To facilitate adjustment of
the circuit the magnetic couplino between

Getter

D-X
Ea s to

Build

By SYLVAN HARRIS
Kn[Inrrr, Duruplutr Company
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the two parts of the main coil is made adjustable. In other words. the part A 13 is
mounted so as to rotate within the part
C A.

The success to he obtained with this
circuit, as with any other radio receiver,
depends upon the proper design of the tun-

really a very low resistance tuning unit.
The heavy insulation on the wire results in
considerable spacing which reduces the skin
effect in the coil considerably. Furthermore, it will be noted that a 0.001 micro farad condenser is used in tuning this coil.
This results in a much smaller coil than
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is to be noticed there are five main feeders running the length of the base. These
are the feeders from all the batteries, viz..

the A, B and C batteries, and are arranged
in accordance with the wiring diagram.
These are sunk into the base, so that the
tube sockets may be placed directly over
them if desired. Obviously, the connections from the filament terminals of the
:;ockets to these main feeders may be made
very direct, as may also the transformer
returns to the C feeder.
The rheostats are mounted on the panel
as close to the base as possible, so that the
connections to these feeders may also be
made very short. Where several tubes are
to he controlled by one rheostat, as in this
case, where the two amplifier tubes are controlled by the rheostat on the end opposite
from the coil, the feeder from the A battery is broken and the rheostat shunted
around the break. The same method is

used in installing the battery switch.
The method of mounting the transformers is shown in another photograph of the

t.

,- S
nw.rcH

IRA

This schematic diagram shows the wiring of the set using the Durad baseboard. The
connections can easily be followed if youprefcr to use the ordinary wooden base
ing circuits more than anything else. In
other words, low-loss construction should
be employed throughout.
In the construction of this set the writer
wishes to emphasize the value of low -loss
coils and of low -loss wiring and to show
that the other losses which may be present
in tuned circuits are negligibly small as
compared with these losses. Ordinary ap
paratus that is on the market and which
is not classed as "low- loss" was used. The
condensers had molded bakelite end plates
and the coil was wound with ordinary bell
wire and enameled wire on bakelite tubing.
The part C A of the coil was wound on
a 31%" bakelite tube with ordinary bell
wire, using 35 turns. On top of this winding the primary winding was placed, beginning at one end of the coil. This winding
was also of bell wire and consisted of ten
turns.
The movable part of the coil (the part
A B) was wound with twenty turns of
enameled wire, No. 20, on a bakelite tube
just small enough to
rotate within the
larger tube. This
was mounted by ordinary machine
bolts so that it could
be turned. No provision is made for
mounting a dial on
this, as, once it is
adjusted it need not
be touched again.
This coil is mounted
at that end of the

large tube opposite
the primary winding.

Although plenty
of insulating material was used in
the construction of
this tuner, it is

would be necessary if a 0.0005 microfarad
condenser were used. The smaller coil
means a considerable drop in the resistance
which more than counterbalances the lowering of the inductive voltage which this
coil places on the grid of the tube.
The remainder of the circuit is the
same as that of any ordinary audio-frequency amplifier which has been described
many times before.
Another innovation in this set is the
method of wiring used which eliminates all
questionable soldered joints and loops in
the wiring which may contribute inductance and capacity to the circuits, thereby
adding considerable resistance or losses.
The base on which the apparatus is
mounted is raised above the bottom of the
panel. The reason for this is to get all the

binding posts in the set near together. This
is not possible with all the apparatus, as,
for instance, the tuning coil and the condenser, as these are large pieces of apparatus and must of necessity require considerable wire to make
the connections.
The transformers and jacks are
mounted alongside
each other under
the base. This
makes the connections of the transformer primary to
the middle prongs
of the jacks very
Furthers h o r t.
more, the jacks are
mounted as nearly
as possible underneath the tube sockets. This makes the
connections from
grid to transformer
also very short. In
the photographs, it

This method of mounting jacks and audiofrequency transformers under the sub-panel
gives you the shortest possible leads
bottom of the set. On account of being
limited by the height of the panel, and not
wishing to have the tubes project over the
top, it was necessary to mount the transformers with the short dimension vertical.
This has a twofold advantage, for it brings

22

the input and output sides of the transformers next to the jacks to which they
are to be connected. This eliminates crossing of wires and more inductive loops.
In all radio circuits there are a great
many connections which go to common
wires. Referring to the wiring diagram,
it will be seen that there are eighteen connections to the various common wires or
feeders. It .is obvious that the wiring of
the set is greatly simplified by these main
battery feeders, for the connections that
go from the instruments to these common
wires can be made directly and very short
by simply connecting them to the proper
feeder.
The main battery feeders are sunk into
the baseboard a little below the surface.
This can be done by the radio fan by simply
grooving the hase board and forcing the
bus bar into the grooves. Connections to
these bus bars are made by means of bolts
and nuts through holes placed next to the
soft copper washer which has been bent

RADIO IN THE HOME
there is on the market a base board of a
new insulating material in which the bus
bars are molded into the material, as is
shown in the accompanying photos. The
necessary lug washers and bolts are furnished with the base, together with attachments for fastening the panel to the base.
Holes are already drilled alongside the bus
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that the circuit does not "spill over" into
oscillations suddenly, as is the case with
nearly all regenerators. As the regeneration- control condenser is increased, the
amplification increases continuously, gradually working into the condition for oscillation. The approach is so close that both
the incoming signals and the squeal can be

This picture shows clearly how the coil is wound with ordinary bell wire and how
the rotor is mounted with ordinary machine bolts. Easy, isn't it?

bars at intervals so that in assembling the
apparatu4 together into a set connections
to the bus bars may he made at the most
convenient points. This commercial base
board is known as Durad and is shown in
the photographs.
As to the results which have been obtained with this outfit, the following list
includes some of the stations that have
been received. These stations were received between the hours of 10 and 12, on
January 8th. by William Johnson. of
Frankford, Pa. The static at the time was
considerable: WIP, Philadelphia; WEAF,
New York; WFI, Philadelphia; WBZ,
Springfield; WWAD, Philadelphia; CNRM,
Montreal; KDKA, Pittsburgh WBGS, New
York; WEBH, Chicago; WSAI, Cincinnati;
WGY, Schenectady; KFKX, Hastings,
Neb.; WMAK, Lockport, N. Y.; WOC,
Davenport ; KYW, Chicago.
The tuning of the set is extremely sharp
and, as can be expected, a vernier control
muait be used on the .001 condenser. The
volume obtained on
this set when using
;

only two of the
tubes was too great
for comfort on the

local stations. Satisfactory volume on
local
could often be obtained using only
one tube. The reason for this is that
the low -loss design

reception

Showing how all the instruments are
mounted. This view was taken looking
straight down into the set. It gives an
excellent idea of the construction of the
Durad base
down on one side so as to press into the
groove. (See photos.)
If the fan is too busy to go to all this
trouble, it mny interest him to know that

of the circuit permits closer approach to the critical point. or the
point of oscillation.
This close apto the
critical point is evidenced by the fact

proach

heard at the same time when the tuning is
made very close.
The adjustment of the movable part of
the coil is made as follows: The set is
tuned for the longest wave length it is desired to receive, with the movable coil at
right angles to the main coil. This is the
condition for least amplification or feed hack. The movable coil is then turned until the set just begins to squeal. It need
not he touched thereafter, and it will be
found that the critical adjustment can
be obtained over the whole range of
broadcasting wave lengths simply by
manipulating the regeneration -control condenser (C-2).
The list of materials required to build
this outfit follows:
1 31/2 -inch bakelite tube.
1 2%-inch bakelite tube.
1/4 lb. bell wire.
1 .001 vernier condenser.
1 .00025 condenser.
1 Durham
(n e w
type) grid leak

resistance, 3

1

megohms.
Grid condenser,

.0001 microfarad.
2

Doublecireuit

jack.
Single circuit
jack.
3 Tube sockets.
1 20 -ohm rheostat.
1 6-ohm rheostat.
2 A. F. transformers.
1 Durad -base
and
accessories.
1 7x18 Panel.
1 Filament switch.
3 UV -201A Radiotrons.
1

(Continuel

on Page
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"THERE

IS NO SUBSTITUTE
FOR THE BEST"

The HORN
with the "WHY"
When you first hear Radio through the Jewett Superspeaker, you marvel at the amazing
accuracy and volume of the reproduction.
Yet there is no mystery in Superspeaker performance; it is based on laws you yourself can
easily understand.
One could never jam the massed harmony of a full brass band through the eye of a needle.
So the Superspeaker horn is ample in size for the work it must do.
Also sound, as you know, moves in a direct line. The Superspeaker throat is therefore
straight as an organ pipe, avoiding the bugling effect due to the crooks or curves. And its
inner surface is smooth and glassy, never tripping or confusing the waves of music or voice.
But most important of all is The Superspeaker's absolute immunity to harmonic vibration.
It adds no notes of its own to the round, natural message with which it tills your room. So
it "violins" only to a violin -- `'trombones" only to a trombone --rings only to a real hell. Nonmetallic materials, in tapered and laminated construction, are the secret here.
Finally, to reflect its message into your home theater, The Superspeaker provides a sounding
board shaped like a shell -the model used for generations by acoustical engineers.
Just listen to The Superspeaker! Compare its performance with that of any other loud
speaker in the world. The difference will amaze you.
7 o extra batteries - Exclusive asrgap adjustment to moil fy results from nearby stations, and
increase strength of those from jar away
true musical instrument, built and guaranteed
by the mullion- dollar company whose name it bears. Sweep the ether with a Superspeaker'

-A

JEWETT RADIO & PHONOGRAPH COMPANY
MICHIGAN
OA? TWELFTH STREET, DETROIT,

Supers p,eaker
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Flewellirì Circuit !Ìq 1

J

Neutralized radio frequency with super- regenerative detector and two stages 3% to 1 audio
frequency.
Radio- frequency transformers:
Primary: Et turns No. 3o D. S. C.
Boni, Wound, 3 turns high, 7 turns
wide.
Secondary: 66 turns No. 22 D. C. C.
Tertiary: 66 turns No. 22 U. C. C.
Tieklcr: TZ turns No. 26 D. C. C.

Radio
Frequency

this line. The subject of regeneration, you
will remember, was touched upon in my
previous articles because I felt it might
help my readers to estimate what they
might expect from the Flewelling Circuit.
Suppose that we carry the subject a bit
further, with the idea in mind of preparing ourselves a hit for the reason for this
article-that of adding radio -frequency amplification to the Flewelling Circuit.
In articles of about two years ago I
laid great stress upon using the shortest
possible connections in wiring a radio receiver. I also asked my readers to build
their sets with only the best obtainable
parts. So far as I am aware, these articles
were the forerunners of the present -day
low-loss mania. I am asked today. quite
often, " Flewelling, does this low-loss craze
mean anything ?"
Suppose we do a little brain work. Consider the incoming radio signal. Think of
the power or strength of a common fly. I
forget the figures, but as I remember, a
common Ry has about (Condoned osi Page 38)

BEFORE the days of the vacuum tube
the radio world did not have an excessive amount of knowledge concerning
the use of regeneration, as applied to radio
reception.
Not an exceptionally brilliant statement, I'll admit, but it leads very well to
my next one, which is in effect the follow ing: that it sometimes seems in the present day that even the best radio engineers
have not yet entirely solved the problems
presented when regeneration is used. Only
last night I heard a very prominent engineer, a man who is an authority on the
By E. T. N'LH: W ELLING
subject, practically admit that he did not
am*
A ssootate Editor of Radio In the
have the subject under his thumb, so to
speak. I very greatly admired the position that
this man took, for the
All the material in this article is fully protected by the copyright laces. Perreason that he was not
mission to republish, either in whole or in part, will he cheerfully given providing
afraid to admit that he
the republication is fully credited to "RADIO IN THE HONE, Philadelphia."
did not know, and beOtherwise this circuit and these instructions must not he used by other publicause I felt that there is
H. N. N.
cations nor in any other unauthorised manner.
a very great need for
further education along

and/he
Flcwellin
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A
$15 a Week to
$4000 a Year

Fromm

$100 a Month Increase
I am ave,.,ghia an)where

from 815 to
month more than i was making
before onroiling with you. I would not
consider $10.000 pat much for the
1110 a

1.0(

signed)

Before I enrolled with you

I wan making SIS a week on a farm Now I earn
from 12.010 to 14.120 a year And the
work Is a hundred times reeler than
before. since graduating a little over a
year ago. I have earned aim ,at $4.000
and I lIleve
a
the course will be worth
a t bast $100.000 to me.
'signed)
Oeo. A. Adams.
Tamaqua. Pa.

A. N. Long.
Greensburg. Pa.

$3506 First Tsar

Nimbi's Incomes

No sooner had I received my discharge
las
bu,'k private) than I ot.n«d
4010 shop of ny own
earned over
wouldn't have
u.kuu In i year.
missed the N lt. I. course for a million

can very eaall» make double the
mt of
w than before I
rolled with you. "o Your course has
benefited me approximately $3.000 over
and above what I would has« earned
had I not taken It.
T. Winder.
linen(' Junction. Col
1

1

1

dollars

John P. 7.tnno.
Corona. L. I.

Prepare Yourself For Radio
--the New Profession
Many N.R.I. Graduates Now Earning From

$5000 to $20000 a Week

THE biggest, best-paying field
open to ambitious men today.
Thousands needed at once for
pleasant, interesting jobs. High Pay
-Short Hours. No experience required. Learn in your spare time at
home.

Here is work that is fascinating, new
and easy -an industry which is growing
more rapidly than any other in the world
today-an industry that offers you the
chance of a lifetime to "get in on the
ground floor" and make big money. Right
now, thousands of trained men are
needed in all branches of the business.
Radio operators, radio engineers, salesmen, mechanics and Radio executives are
scarce and receive wonderful pay. Are
you going to shut your eyes to this golden
opportunity when there is a quick, easy
way to get one of these splendid positions?
You can train for this "big money"
field right in your own home
your
spare time. No matter how little you
know about the electricity or Radio, the
National Radio Institute-the largest and
best school of its kind in the world
guarantee to give you a thorough Radio
training in a few short months.

-in

-will

Salaries Doubled and
Tripled
Since the National Radio Institute was
founded in 1914 over 15,000 men and
young men have taken this shortcut to

They are enthusiastic
about this wonderful Course.
E. W. Barnes, Norfolk, Va., writes:
"During my spare time, I make about as
much repairing radio sets and building
them as my regular salary."
Success in Radin.

In a letter from Arthur Ruse, of
Toronto, we read that he has doubled his
income since mastering Radio and that he
earns from $50 to $100 a month in his

spare time.
This page contains only a few of the
thousands of letters we receive from
successful graduates. Hardly a week goes
by without our receiving urgent calls for our

graduates.
"We need the services of a competent
Radio Engineer."
"We want men with
executive ability in addition to radio knowledge to become our
local managers." "We
require the services of
several resident demonthese are
strators"
just a few small indications of the great
variety of opportunities
open to our graduates.
This is an absolutely
complete Radio Course
now being offered
which qualifies you for
a
Government First

-

License and really gets you the bigger
jobs in Radio.

Send Today for Free Rook and Special
Short -time Offer
Don't rely on this announcement for a
true picture of the opportunities in Radio.
Simply mail the coupon and we will send
you a big free book "Rich Rewards in
Radio," which will show you actual proof
of the big money being made by our grad-

uates today. It will describe the course in
full detail, it will tell you just how much
you can earn in this fascinating profession. Best of all, you
will get the details of
our Special Reduced rate
Study In Your Spare Time
which is being offered

At Home
for a short time. So,
This is the time to go into radio.
mail the coupon now!
Rig opportunities are now open
Make this your lucky
in every branch of the work, and
day!
salaries were never so high. The
thing to do is to begin studying
The
Radio
at once, in whatever time you
can spare, so that you will be
able to qualify for the position
Dept. 154 -FR, Whington, D. C.
you want when the
time comes.Only an
hour or so every
The National Radio Institute,
evening will quickDept. 54 EH, Washington, D. C.
lyprepare y o u
am Interneted in radin an n profetrllon. You
for radio--a promay send Inc. free and without obligation. your
fession you cannot
Inlet-eating book, -Rich Rewards in Radio," all

National

Institute

1

fail

find fascinating and pleasant. Don't handito

cap yourself ; start
at once and advance
the

others.

with

ormation about your spare time, h
-rludy
plan and about your free employment service.
Also the details of your Special Offer.
in

Age....

Name

Street

City

Occupation
State

J
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the improvement
sthisurprisinçif"'
discovery
make your radio set
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II- Oscillation
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IN THE

electrical laboratory of a
leading engineering university, a
test has just been made which
reveals some striking facts about
sockets.
Out of 13 different makes of sockets,
12 showed losses higher than a good low loss condenser. Of these 13, only one
Na-Ald Sockets -showed losses lower
than a good low-loss condenser.
This means that many sockets are of
such poor dielectric or insulating material
that they nullify the efficiency of a good
condenser. Na -Aid Sockets (of genuine
Bakelite Alden- processed) have the qualities that enable a condenser to function

capacitative, must

be

The laboratory test also showed that
Na -Aid Sockets have the lowest capacity
of any socket. This is particularly important for short wave length reception.
Also most important is the "clean easy" feature of Na -Ald De Luxe Sockets.
You simply turn the tubes several times
and the tube terminals become bright and
clean. The side -scraping contact (not
merely side pressure) removes the film of
corrosion that hinders the delicate minute
current; this corrosion so often is the
cause of disturbing noises in your set.
Use Na -Aid Sockets not only in the set
you build but also install them in the set
you buy, if not already adopted by the
manufacturer.
Sockets for all tubes.
De Luxe 75c; others 35c, 50c, 75c.

in such

P

al the

Dept. J -d, Willow St.,

sense

some feed -hack in two -stage amplifiers, as ordinarily connected in radio
sets, takes place principally between
the final plate circuit and the grid
circuit of the first audio tube.
Transformers having excellent amplification characteristics because of
their high mutual inductance, and employing the methods of connection
hitherto considered standard, someDewhat contribute to this

t..-'
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Fig. 8A-Amplifier With Usual Transformer Connections
Fig. 8B - Amplifier With Reversed Primary Connections
with the input voltage if the system cause their high inductance requires
is to oscillate or regenerate. Induc- but a small stray capacity to form
tive coupling is practically negligible a combination which will oscillate ut
between transformers with well -de- an audible frequency.
signed magnetic circuits. 'thus, most
A method of connecting the windof the feed -back commonly met with ings of such transformers has been
in audio amplifiers is due to stray devised. however, which renders amcapacities between parts of the wiring plifiers employing them exceedingly
and apparatus. becoming effective only
stable and allows full advantage to be
when more than one stage of ampli- taken of their superior amplification
fication is employed.
characteristics.
Experiment has shown that troubleIn Fig. 8 -A is shown the schematic

`Cormack NareCleady
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that the voltage fed back is in phase
P

and Regeneration

By BENJ. OLNEY

The above phenomena are here discussed because they are influenced by
the characteristics of the transformers. Oscillation and regeneration, as
indicated by howling and distortion
in amplifiers, can take place only
when there is coupling between the
input and output circuits. This coupling, which may be either inductive or

-

efficiently.
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Harkness Kit

The instantaneous and increasing popularity of the new
Harkness Counterflex circuit is a good indication of its merits.
Harkness fans all agree that it is the best yet -and the number
of Harkness fans is increasing daily. Now Mr. Harkness has
added the finishing touches to the 3 -tube Counterflex circuit.
simplified it a little, and made it lust about the most worthwhile 3 -tuhe circuit ever devised. This new. simplified 3 -tube
Counterflex receiver is very easy to build, especially if you use
the complete set of parts contained in the genuine Harkness
Counterflex Kit, illustrated on the left. 'l'he parts in this kit
were designed by Mr. Harkness himself and are manufactured
under his direct supervision. 'l'hey are speeially prepared to
simplify the work of construction. The 7"x18" bakelite (runt
panel is completely drilled and engraved. The three tube socket
shells are securely fastened to a separate panel which mounts

Harkness 3 -tube Counterflex Kit

$39.50

This kit contains all the parts to build the commercial
model of the new simplified 3 -tube Harkness Counterflex Receiver as illustrated at the top of this page. Cabinet not included.

Harkness 2 -tube Reflex Kit

$35.00

This kit contains all the parts to build the famous 2 -tube
Harkness Reflex Receiver. This is the set which put efficient radio reception within the reach of all. The receiver is "self- neutralized,- does not
whistle or squeal and cannot cause interference to others. It has only two
operating controls. Complete huilding instructions enclosed with each kit.
Three -tube Harkness counterflex kit complete, in Canada, forty -night
dollars. Two -tube Harkness rflex kit complete, in Canada, forty -two ßfty

HARKNPS
DEPENDABLE RADIO PRODUCTS
Manufactured by
KENNETH HARKNESS RADIO CORPORATION
727 -739 Frelinghuysen Avenue, Newark, N. J.
KENNETH HARKNESS
President

behind the front panel and beneath which are mounted the audio frequency transformer.. In fact, the parts in this kit are so
arranged that. with only a screwdriver. you can put the set together in just a few moments. An instruction booklet, supplied
with each kit, shows you how to assemble and wire the receiver.
The illustrations in this booklet clearly depict each progressive
step in the assembly and wiring, so that you can't possibly
make a mistake.

Try this new Harkness circuit. The kit is not expenbite
and is really quite a bargain when you consider the quality of
the parts and the efficiency of the receiver you can build with
them. Any other receiver with the volume. selectivity and receiving range of the Harkness Counterflex would cost you two
or three times as much.
Ask your dealer for the genuine Harkness Counterflex Kit
and look for Mr. Harkness' signature on the label. Avoid cheap
imitations. If your dealer does not stock genuine Harkness
products, send your order directly to us, giving your dealer's
name and address.

Mail th

upoii fbi' Illustrated Boob,

Kenneth Harkness Radio Corporation,
727 -739 Frelinghuysen Avenue,
Newark, N. J.
Please send me a copy of your illustrated booklet describing the
commercial model of the new, simplified 3-tube Harkness Counter flex receiver with detailed building instructions and step -by -step
wiring diagrams. I inclose 25 cents to cover cost of handling and

mailing.
Name
Address
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diagram of a detector and two stages
of transformer -coupled amplification.
The arrangement of windings is that
which has been usual in interstagc
transformers, viz, both windings applied to the core in the same direction, the plate being connected to the
outside end of the primary and the
grid to the outside end of the secondary winding.
With this arrangement, assuming
an alternating voltage across the detector grid -filament circuit, at an instant, say, when the detector grid is
positive the polarities of the voltages
and the directions of current in the
ether parts of the amplifier circuit

1925

large capacity area presented by the

loud speaker and its cord, and by the
first transformer casing, which is in
close proximity to the first grid circuit via the outside layer of the secondary winding. The final plate is
also in phase with the detector plate,
but, in most radio receiving sets, the
detector is fairly well shielded and
troublesome coupling is seldom experienced here.
Now, referring to Fig. 8 -B, we
have the saine arrangement as in
Fig. 8 -A, except that the connections
of the transformer primaries have
been reversed. An examination of the
phase relations shows that the final

It HasThe

Full,Sweet

`Resonance Of Our
Upright Horn
The new cabinet model has a
seasoned wood horn which is "full
floating" -the outer end, or bell,
does not touch the cabinet. This,
together with a long expansion
chamber, gives it that same freedom of vibration which goes to
make the Bristol horn type Loud
Speaker such a resonant, sweet toned instrument. It also has the
same high -grade electro-magnetic
sound mechanism. It is not only
a handsome piece of furniture,
but a speaker worthy of the best
radio set that money can buy.

Model

.ludluphone
$

t s.00

Rubber

horn

1414- In diameter.

fast metal throat.

Velvet mat finish
of nu,tth.d bronze
and gold.

Fig.

will

9

Audio -frequency oscillator for furnishing input frequencies for

transformer tests

be as shown in the

diagram: the

plate circuit loads being such that
voltage and current in the plate circuits are substantially 18O out of
phase.

()

It should be noted that the final
plate voltage is in phase with the
first audio grid voltage, which is the
condition favorable to regeneration
and oscillation.
This is true especially in view of the comparatively

Thus are Iwo Bristol Loud Speakers. pnieud Irene
II not at your dealer's, writ. for
s 1250 to $30.00.
Bulletin No. 3020 -Q.

THE BRISTOI. COMPANY

plate and the first audio grid are now
tri opposite phase, arid. consequently,
the voltage fed pack tends to oppose
oscillation. The phase relations existing between the last stage of audio
and the detector have not been
changed by reversal of the primaries.

()

"The Thermionic Vacuum Tube"
H. J. Van der Bijl, Chap. VII,
Sec. 69.

Waterbury, Conn.

For

J6

Years

Meth*" al BRISTOL'S RECORDING
INSTRUMENTS

Ask Any Technical Engineer

Cabinet

Model

$30.00

H.

nutifully

Iahed

Full

nn-

mahogany.

floating

wooden horn and
cast metal throat.
Munically. a companion to the finest
net ever built; elze
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BI ZISTOL
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10-Impedance

bridge for measuring transformer constants
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The plate of the first audio tube has
been brought into phase with the
final plate, hut the amount of amplification given by one stage appears
in practice to be insufficient to cause
oscillation due to feed -back over this
path.
It will be noted by those familiar
with the neutrodyne principle that if
the stray capacities between adjacent
grids are of the proper magnitude,
any coupling due to the grid -plate
capacity of the tubes will be neutralized. Experiment, however, appears
to indicate that moat M the troublesome coupling occurs, as previously
mentioned, between the final plate and
the first audio grid circuits.
In practice, this reversal of the
primary connections has been found
very effective in the stabilization of
amplifiers, even in eases where the
wiring arrangement was such as to
introduce comparatively large effective capacities between output and input circuits, and transformers are
now available in which this reversal
Is incorporated when connected according to the usual terminal desig-

nations.

Laboratory and Factory Testa
The experimental study of audio -

frequency intertube transformers has
required the construction of special

laboratory apparatus and the development of circuits and methods of
measurement capable of dealing with

the minute voltages, high impedances
and wide frequency range involved.
Special problems of a rather difficult
nature were successfully met in the
application of laboratory methods to
the rapid testing under operating conditions of finished transformers in
factory production.
For most laboratory measurements
of these transformers it in necessary
o have a source of AC testing voltage,
capable of generating frequencies
The reover a wide audio range.
quirements are such that great steadineas, both of frequency and voltage,
must be maintained; the frequency
must he independent of changes of
load and be capable of fine adjustment. and the instrument preferably
so constructed as to retain its frequency calibration over long periods
of time.
A vacuum tube oscillator, satisfying these requirements. is shown in
Fig. 9. One of the tubes acts as an
oscillator and the other as an amplifier. Frequency is controlled by varying the capacity of a subdivided mica
condenser by means of the four fan
switches, and by varying the inductance in the oscillating circuit con trolled by the two tap switches, shown
at the right of the tubes. The two
rotary Switches at the lower left on
the panel control the output by means
of a potentiometer arrangement and
variable ratio transformer, the
a

carried out under representative working conditions to be of value. This
requires that the transformer secondary work into the grid filament impedance of a suitable vacuum tube,
and that the primary voltage be applied either through the plate -filament circuit of another vacuum tube
or in series with a resistance having
the same value as the AC plate impedance of a representative tube. The
latter arrangement is more commonly
used, because it is not only more convenient but eliminates error due to
variation in the amplification given
by the tube.
The circuit employed by the writer
for the laboratory measurement of
transformer amplification is shown in
its essentials in Fig 11, and a photograph of the set -up is reproduced in
Fig. 12. The operation of the circuit
will now be described.
Referring to Fig. 11, the source of

alternating voltage at the extreme
left is a vacuum tube oscillator of the
type shown in Fig. 9. The calibrated
variable resistances R. and R, are su
connected mechanically that their sum
is constant regardless of the position
of the handle controlling the movable
contacts.
Their actual arrangement
may be seen in Fig. 12, where R, and
R, are the two upright boxes, having
their corresponding switch handles

rigidly connected, the switch arms
being so set that when one of a connected pair is in the position giving
minimum resistance, for instance, the
corresponding one is in the position

giving maximum resistance.

R, is a known, fixed rearstance and
is connected in series with R,. R, and
the oscillator.
Because the sum of
R, and R,
is constant in value, if the voltage of
the oscillator be kept constant the
voltage E, across R, will remain constant regardless of the position of the
handles controlling R, and R,.
The thermocouple TC with its associated microammeter serves to measure the current in the circuit in cases
where it is necessary or desirable to

R

calculate the voltage E,. This latter
voltage is applied to the primary of
the transformer under test in series
with R the latter representing the
plate impedance of the tube out of
which the transformer is supposed to
work.
'l'he value of R, is small in comparison with that of R., plus the input impedance of the transformer, so
the connection of the latter two elements does not appreciably affect the
division of voltage in the R,, R,, R,

circuit.

The switch K is so arranged that
lower position the secondary

in its

voltage of the transformer is impressed across the grid -filament circuit of the vacuum tube T., and in its
upper position the voltage due ta the
IR drop around R,i-R, is impressed
across the same circuit.
T, is a vacuum tube of the type
into which the transformer is designed to work, and its associated
"C" battery is of such voltage that
the grid never takes current.
The output of T, is stepped up by
another transformer and applied to
the input circuit of the tube T,. which
is equipped with a grid leak and grid
condenser and is operated

as a de-

tector or rectifier.
The arrangement of the outgo' circuit of this tube is that ascribed uy
Van der BijI to Dr. J. B. Johnson. It
consists of an ordinary Wheatstone
bridge network in which the plate filament resistance of the tube forms
one arm of the bridge, its effect being
that small variations of potential ap-

plied tu the grid unbalance the bridge
and cause comparatively large deflections of the meter M.
As will be seen later. the deflections
of this meter merely serve as an indication of the equality of two voltages
successively impressed upon the grid
of the last tube; therefore, the circuit resistances and voltages are so
chosen that the meter is in effect

New Model Tungar
charges all

batteries

3to6
CELLS

11o2
CELLS

1211'48
CELLS

latter adapting the oscillator to wtnk

maximum output into loads of
widely varying impedance.
Another instrument, essential to
the accurate measurement of transformer constants. is the impedance
bridge shown in Fig. 10. It is used in
connection with the oscillator. Just
described, for the measurement of inductance, capacity and effective resistance over a wide range, and is
particularly suited, by reason of special high -resistance, nonreactive ratio
arms and suitable shielding, to the
measurement of very high inductances at audio frequencies. The inductance standards, consisting of a
tapped inductor in series with a dial controlled. continuously variable Inductor, are self-contained and provision is also made for the use of external standards of either inductance
or capacity. Other uses of this bridge
are the investigation of the magnetic
quality of transformer core material
at audio frequencies and, with the
aid of a standard condenser, the frequency calibration of the oscillator
previously described.
Measurement of the voltage amplification of transformers must be
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"set back," that is, if there were no
AC voltage acting on the grid, the
meter would tend to deflect to the
left of zero, but with the normal
voltage it gives about mid -scale deflection. This results in a high degree
of sensitivity, the effect being that
of using only a few inches of the
scale M an imaginary meter having
a scale length of several feet, but
reading zero with no AC applied to
the grid of the tube. Measurements
of amplification are made as described
in the next paragraph.
The oscillator is adjusted to the
frequency at which the measurement
is desired with the switch K thrown
into the lower position. The voltage
E,. after being amplified, is impressed
upon the Input of T,, causing the
meter M to assume a certain deflection. Switch K is then thrown up
and R, and R, adjusted u:.al the
same deflection is again obtained, K
being finally operated hack and forth
quickly to check the equality of the
deflections.
The voltage amplification may then

/
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also

E,-I. (R,+ R,)

and when the deflection of M is the
same for either position of K,

(R, f R.)
Now, as shown in a preceding section

of this article,
Voltage amplification -E,
Substituting values above,
E. I. (R. +R.)or,
E,
I.R,
the currents being the same,
E.

R, +R,

Ë;

R,

..., ..t

.,.t,..,... ...t,....

ohms, to facilitate calculation.
The sensitivity of the method is
such that the voltage amplification
may easily be determined to within
one part in 500. Such accuracy may
appear to be unnecessary in a

measurement of this nature, but is
convenient in practice, because it allows the effect of small variations in
desidtt factors to be studied.
Factory tests include electrical inspection of windings for opens and
short- circuited turns before assembly,
insulation break -down tests, and a
check of the voltage amplification of

Fig. 12

the finished transformer under operat-

ing conditions.
A test of the windings for shortcircuited turns is necessary because
of the serious effect of even a small
number of the latter upon the voltage
amplification of the transformer. A
simple device of the induction balance
type, shown in Fig. 13, is employed
in this. test. It consists, essentially,
of a primary winding fed from a
1000-cycle source, and over the center
portion of which are wound two dif-

ferentially connected secondary coils

wired to an ordinary radio head set,
the adjustment being such that under
this condition no current flows

through the head set. The winding
under test is slipped over the primary
adjacent to one of the secondary coils,
its effective capacity being balanced
by that of a similar winding, known
to be free from short -circuited turns,
permanently located adjacent to the

other secondary coil.
If the winding under test be O. K.,
little or no sound will he heard in the
head set, but if it contains short -cir-

fur measuring transformer amplification
suited turns a decided tone will be

R, some convenient value, such as 100

,7e W. II.. strew
ICJ N. %we..mv
pwi... 11,1m L,...0 d r......... Moacreel. wu.n.r..

It..l.

11- Circuit

In practice, it is desirable to make
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THE MAGNAVOX COMPANY. Oakland. California
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Pig.

calculated from the setting of R,
and the value of R. as follows:
he
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heard, depending in strength upon
the number of turns involved in the

short circuit.

The device is sufficiently sensitive
to detect a short circuit which will
produce any decided loss in amplification as measured by the laboratory
method previously described.
The
windings are also tested for opens
during this sanie operation by short circuiting their terminals. a loud tone
being heard if the winwing is not open.
Insulation breakdown tests between
the primary and secondary windings
and between windings and the core case assembly of finished transformers are made by the application across
the parts, between which lies the insulation to he tested of 500 volts AC
in series with a current indicating
device to detect breakdown.
The final factory test of the finished
transformer consists in comparing
its voltage amplification under operating conditions with that of a standard
transformer at three representative
This testing outfit is
frequencies.
The oscillator
shown in Fig. 14.
which supplies the testing frequencies
is not shown in the photograph as it
is located sonic distance away to
It will deavoid inductive effects.
liver voltages of three frequencies,
200, 1000 and 3000 cycles, and is remotely controlled, through relays, by
a

three-position key located

The actual apparatus shown in the diagram of Pig. 11

at the

March,
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lower left of the testing panel. These
voltages are applied

to the primary

standard transformer in series
with a high resistance imitating the
plate impedance of a vacuum tube.
The voltage amplification characteristic of the standard transformer.
has previously been carefully deter-

of

a

mined in the laboratory and represents
the limit below which the manufactured product will not be passed.
The secondary voltage of this
transformer is amplified, rectified, and
caused to unbalance a Wheatstone
as
bridge in the same manner
described in connection with the laboratory test, Fig. 11. This causes
the meter located on the baseboard to
deflect. this deflection, for convenience,
being adjusted to mid-scale.
Then, by means of an electrically
operated, quick -acting switch of the

anti -capacity type controlled by a
push button on the panel, the transformer under test is substituted in
the circuit for the standard transformer. The deflection of the meter
must now bet equal to, or greater than
that given by the standard trans-

balance of the bridge which exists
for an instant after the battery circuit is closed, and during which, as
the filament heats, the plate resistance passes from an infinite to a
finite value.
In practice, about two minutes is
required for making the setting -up
adjustments, after which transformers are completely tested at the rate
of about 100 per hour. Such testing

31

Not merely a

Clear Receiver

attained only as a result of
careful attention to details in the design of the test set; for example, it
was necessary to provide the meter
with a damping resistance of rather
critical value and to pay attention to
the sequence of contact in the changeover switch, and to the location and
shielding of the operating magnet of
the latter in order to avoid meter
"kicks," which would nut only be
confusing to the operator, but would
result in a large loss of time in waiting for these false deflections to subspeed is

side.

The test will not only detect low
amplification. but is so adjusted that
a transformer with abnormally high

-but

a Fine Musical Instrument
Brings Out the Overtones

the Rich Timbre of both Music and the Human Voice
Radio ia becoming as much of a household convenience a. the teleIt h..uld lie just a. dependable and true. Quality of tone is the
supreme test. Distance can always be obtained by iniffit sent amplification.
The problem is to secure distance without distorting or blurring the
tone.
For years radio engineers have realized this. While the public was
g wild 41,e1 tea. hang out for distance, they were quietly exhausting
g
every resource in experimentation to overcome the internal noise. which
tot rca, -d with every new stage of amplification. The same step. which
amplified the tone also amplified the stray oscillations within the set itself.
as a hy- product.
Nobody knew how to prevent them. Various means were employed
Potentiometers. extra condenser.,
to choke them or neutralize them.
complicated wiring were employed with only -partial success. They work
interferes with a peronly when perfectly adjusted, and their of.erat.
well as
fectly pure. free. flexible tone. By absorbing the true signal
ertones which make
the stry uergy, they lose or blur those deli. ate
in the circuit
real music. They cannot prevent the conflict which v
between the forward stream of radio energy sod the feedback of stray
energy. blotting out the overtones.
No structurally correct long distance
The real trouble was this:
radio system had been designed. All design. up to date generated feedback of stray energy which chattered. howled and squealed unless choked
down or neutralized; and radio reception. while accomplishing wonders.

phon,.

1J-/n.gtrument

h'iy.

which tests fur short -eircu iced windings

former or the transformer under test
is rejected. This is repeated on each
.f the testing frequencies, every transformer being required tu pass all
three tests.

The rather formidable array of
panel consists of "setting -up" adjust controls along the upper part of the
menta, which are manipulated only
at the start of a series of tests. They
serve mainly to regulate the input
voltages and to adjust the Wheatstone bridge circuit.
The one at the left controls a shunt
for the meter, and is so arranged in
connection with the filament battery
switch that the latter may not be
operated unless the meter is short

This protects the meter
from damage due to the extreme uncircuited.

amplification will cause the meter to
deflect off- scale. Opens. short -circuited
turns, grounds to case, reversal of
any of the winding connections, incorrect number or ratio of turns, and
poor quality or improperly assembled
cure material will also cause unstandard indications in this test, the use
of which enables a high and uniform
quality of finished product to be
maintained.
The mathematics of audio-frequency
intertube transformer design has
been purposely omitted from this
article to simplify the descriptions,
yet enough detail has been given to
emphasize the fact that this part of
the broadcast receiver development
has kept pace with the radio frequency end.

was still

a

makeshift.

A New Capability in RadioOvertones Perfectly Reproduced
Pfanattehl's big contribution to radio lies in his discovery of the real
cause. of oscillations and his complete elimination of them by a circuit
system which KEEPS THEM OUT. No choking or neutralizing element.
are any longer needed. No adjusting is required. The receiver is always
at its best.
Tuning and operation are absolutely quiet. The tone or
voice come in sweetly, in all of it. natural richness. All of the overtones
are perfectly reproduced. exactly as transmitted. This is true of long
distan,e. High amplification doesn't distort. His invention has turned
radio from a stunt device. for fans to play with, to a dependable, enjoyble and trouble -proof in.trument in the home -the thing it should be
and was destined to become.
If he doe
See the. new Pfanstiehl at your radio or music dealer's.
not have one to how you. we can quickly get it to him.
Dealer.: Write for the Pfanstiehl proposition.

PFANSTIEHL RADIO COMPANY
Sales Offices:

ll

S. La

Salle St. Chicago, Ill.

Factories: Waukegan, Iii.

(F)

OVERTONE RECEIVER
6.7 (1. 14
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A 5 -tube Receiver using the new system of tuned radio frequency
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WEEP TriE AIR
(With Qii.ZLìoj
With Air -Way receiver Models 51 and 52 you can
sweep the air for distant stations and brush aside the
interference from local stations, no matter how near or
powerful they may be.

March,

1925

A DX- Getter Easy to Build
('..nIInued From Page y.l
On account of the fixed coupling

the tuning condenser and the critical
setting of the regeneration- control
condenser. This is the point of adjustment at which maximum amplification is obtained.
(These curves

lengths in relation to the dial setting
of the tuning condenser. As a matter of interest, the capacity curve of
the particular condenser used fnr
tuning is also shown. From these

will probably not fit your receiver.
'l'hey are simply typical of this circuit
and may vary somewhat with each

between the plate and the grid circuits, it will be found that this set
can easily be logged. Figure 4 shows
curve plotted giving the wave

This high degree of selectivity is attained through
perfect design and absolutely low -loss construction.
Oscillation is perfectly controlled, and all extraneous
noises eliminated without neutralizers. complicated adjustments, or auxiliary coils that cause losses and broad
tuning.

Operates With Loop or Outside Antenna
Air-Way Model 51 is the only receiving set of this
type designed to, or that will, operate satisfactorily with
a loop. Simply by turning a switch, Air -Way Models 51
and 52 may be instantly adapted to either loop or antenna
reception; a feature of immeasurable importance to residents in elaborate apartment buildings, hotels or other
establishments where outside aerials are prohibited or
inconvenient.
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Price, as illustrated, $65.00
AIR-WAY Apparatus is distributed through established
Jobbers and Dealers only. Write for catalog of the complete line.

AIR -WAY ELECTRIC APPLIANCE CORP.
Toledo, Ohio
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has been calculated and plotted.
It will be noted that this curve rises
as we approach the shorter wave
length. Figure 5 shows another such
log together with a curve showing
the relation between the setting of

/-a
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two curves the inductance of the coil

(FOUR TUBE)
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We claim without reservation that AIR - WAY
Model 41 is superior in
every quality of radio reception to any other four tube set ever built. and
unequaled by any set at less than nearly twice the price.
The selective qualities are unexcelled in any set operating on an outside aerial.
The dignified design of the solid walnut cage and the
workmanship and finish of the panel equipment give it an
outward appearance in keeping with the operative quality.
A set that meets all market conditions and all individual requirements; one that the dealer may sell to the inexperienced user or the most discriminating expert and be sure that
either will attain results satisfactory in every way.
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Model 51, as illustrated, with beautiful five -ply black

walnut cabinet, $135.00.
Model 52, practically the same in design and construction but mounted in an elaborately finished black
walnut console, $375.00.

individual set.)
Since this condenser limits the feed

sc

y

«.
m

so

s

back if energy and the amount of
feed -back required is less on the
shorter wave lengths, it follows that
the setting of the regeneration control condenser, which causes the circuits to oscillate, will gradually
1('uull,nued Oil Pore 4a1
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How to Build a
"Commercial Counterflex"

RADIO IN THE HOM E
we are going to have only four good

months and eight bad months. If
that is the case, you can look for the
closing up of at least 75 per cent of
(('nntlnnrd From Pure 13)
strictly radio stores in the country,
best results with your aerial. Mount and I predict that radio material will
the two large dials on the shafts of be handled almost entirely by talking
the variable condensers and the three - machine dealers, hardware dealers,
inch dial on the shaft of the Counter - electrical dealers and other who have
don. Attach these dials so that they another line of goods which will keep
read "100" when the movable plates profits coming in during the slump
of the condensers are completely in- period in radio."
If this man is right, it will be esclosed within the stationary plates.
And that's all -but you had better sential for the strictly radio dealer
run over everything again and check to have at least 35 per cent profit
up your wiring to make sure you during the good months in order to
himself during the had
have made no mistakes before you finance
months. Otherwise, the strictly radio
hook up the batteries and tune in.
dealer will be a thing of the past
and radio must share the store
Editorially Speaking
shelves with material of another line
which will move during the summer
Il ontinued Urom fare 31
months and the had period of radio,
very much alive --only it is moving and so keep the profits coming in to
gradually farther and farther away the dealer.
from the centers of population.
This consideration of price leads
These people are only now becom- me to another very interesting report
ing sufficiently interested in radio to from Mr. Dudley and also from my
make inquiries about it. They are own observation. If the manufacturer
the market next year and the year of parts thinks that the honk -up
following. 'rhos market will move craze is dead, I simply invite him to
out from season to season until at visit the Kresge store in his home
least SO per cent of the six million city.
farms are sold on radio instead of the
Mr. Dudley telle me that he visited
253 per cent that are sold now.
The average farmer of today is in
much Ole position of the fan of
three years ago. All circuits are new
to the farmer. He has no stock of
apparatus. He knows little or nothing
about radio, hut is beginning to see
how fascinating it could be and is
starting to study it and make inquiries shoot hook -tips, parts and completed sete.
if this vast potential market divided
itself only fifty -fifty between completed seta and parts. there is no reason
on earth why the manufacturers of
parts should not be amply satisfied
with so tremendous n field. it is up
to the manufacturer to go after It
and get it. He is done so far as the
cities are concerned; he has not yet
begun se far as concerns the vast
population in the rural districts. It
is for this reason that Radio in the
Hume is making nu campaign for
circulation in the cities, hut is going
out after this country circulation. We are thoroughly convinced
that that is the market of the future,
and we are not waiting for an
invitation from the market: we are
going out and inviting ourselves in.

DAMEN

several of these stores in order to see
how the sale of this magazine wa,
going and that he could not get near
the radio counter. Customers were
crowding three and four deep in front
of the counter, all struggling to get
in and huy parts, and Mr. Dudley
was forced at last to go to one of the
executives of the company before he
could get the information he wanted.
He could not get close enough to the
salespeople to ask any questions.
Here we have a definite proof that
there are thousands of radio fans
even in the large cities who are still
crazy about hook -ups. But they will
not pay the high prices which are
asked in the general radio stores.
They go to Kresges and they keep
going there.
There are two things, then, that
must be done if the manufacturer of
radio parts is to remain in business
on a profit- making basis.
First and foremost, he has got to
stop his routine of marketing through
the regular channels in the large
cities. Ile has got to realize that the
hook -up craze, so far as concerns the
more highly priced material, is moving out beyond the centers of population into the sparsely settled regions.
And, somehow or other, the manufacturer has to arrange his market-

ing so that he can follow that craze.
Such a merchandising organization
as this costs money. The manufacturer who is not amply financed cannot do it. It takes a well organized
and a well capitalized company to
arrange for such widespread distributien, but there is sufficient profit in
it to make it well worth while for
those who can arrange it.
I have noticed in my own motor
trips around my home that, in every
town large enough to boast an automobile dealer, you will almost always
see Atwater -Kent material on display
in that dealers window. Here is a
firm which has realized the importance of following the craze ont into
the suburbs and the rural districts.
And, fortunately for them, their long
connection with the automobile industry has given them the merchandising organization and the selling
facilities to get their stuff out before
the eyes of people who have no chance
to see anything else.
I judge from the letters which I
get from the two magazines with
which I am connected that Crosley
Corporation of Cincinnati. is doing
very much this same thing. 1 am
astonished at the number of letters
coming from unheard of little places
l'ontlnnrd on Parr 3:)
I

RADJ!OJ1$CTS

is a most gratifying fact to me
that more than RO per cent of our
IL

THE history of the Daven Radio
Corporation dates back before
the days of Radio Broadcasting. its
engineers have concentrated their ef-

forts

in

the perfection of amplifying

devices which have been copied and
duplicated by others, but their quality
never equaled.
In perfecting the Daven Resistance
Coupled Amplifiers, many careful laboratory experiments were made at
great expense. The SUPER- AMI'LlFiERS and the knock -down kits are
the result, and have convinced the
must skeptical that Resistance Coupling ís the ultimate method of amplification.
The SUPER - AMPLIFIER comes
to you on complete form, ready to in-

stall. All the connections are underneath the molded Bakelite hase. it
gives wonderful volume. and is absolutely distortionless.
THE KITS are for those who prefer to build their own. They are
easy to assemble'and may be used in
any standard tuning circuit. Sockets
and mica -fixed condensers are not included, but instructions are furnished
giving complete information and diagrams. Supplied for either three or
four stages.
Obtain from your Dealer the
"RESISTOR MANUAL," our
Complete handbook on Resistance
Coupled Amplification, 25c.
If
your Dealer cannot supply you,
tee will send you one direct, postpaid. for JSc.

whole subscription list consists of
readers of just this type -readers
who are some distance from cities
and some distance from markets and
who must depend upon the advertising pages of this magazine to tell
them what to get and where to get it.
But there is one thing that the
manufacturer of parts has gut to
realize and he might as well realize
it now. That is that the price of all
parts is entirely too high to be justified.
This, let me explain, to the
reader is not the fault of the manufacturer. It is the fault of the unfortunate seasonal aspect of the

radio industry and the number of
hands through which parts must pass
before they reach the consumer.
The manufacturer is compelled
under present conditions to give the
average distributor 50 per cent plus
The parts then pass
10 per cent.
through the hands of jobbers and
dealers, and the dealer himself must
have at least 35 per cent profit on

'RAO( Wow

DAVEN
"

C

them.

Does this profit seem high to you?
It is unfortunately necessary under
present conditions.
One of the biggest retail dealers
in the United States made a startling statement to tue some time ago.
"When I first started in," he said,
"I thought that the radio business
would be good for eight months in
the year and virtually amount to
nothing in the summer. Now, however, I am beginning to believe that
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Per Cent Antenna
(Continued From

while an unfortunate situation, the

best may be made of it by running
your own aerial at right angles to the
nearest of the others and as far from
it as you can. And it won't do a bit
of harm if your aerial happens to he
higher than the rest.
Power wires elevated on poles are
also to he avoided, not only because
they often cause humming noises
through induction, hut on account of
the fact that they. too, form absorbing metal structures to be kept at a
distance just as you have dune in the
cases of trees and buildings.
The sketches illustrate some particular cases and give suggestions
which you may individually adapt to
your own requirements.

Just use ordinary tools on this
panel-built to order for radio

YOU don't need special tools to do

a good job on a Radion Panel.
Just the usual tools found around any
house will give you clean -cut, workmanlike results. You need not have
the slightest fear of chipping.

Radion is the easiest of all to cut.
It was developed to
order by our engineers to meet the
demands of radio set builders. There
is nothing quite like it for real results.

drill. and saw.

Highest rating as radio frequency insulation
Authoritative laboratory tests give

in No. we have a frame dwelling
of average size but without facilities
about the house for fastening the an-

like surface is not for beauty alone.
It's useful, too. Moisture and dirt

1

cannot gather to cause leakage and
leakage noises.
Radion resists warping. It's strong.
It's moisture proof. It comes in
eighteen stock sizes and two kinds,
Black and Mahoganite.
Better performance will make it
worth your while to ask for Radion
by name, and to look for the name on
the envelope and the stamup on the
panel. Radio dealers have the exact
size you want for your set.
Send for booklet

tenna, such as a tree, clothespole or
garage. A short, stout mast is erected
at front and back of the ridge, extending perhaps 6 or H feet above
the roof. If of sufficient diameter,
these will not require guying, and are
supported instead by metal clamps
fastened to the edge of the roof as

rate

161

blacksmith at small cost, once you
know their size. The topmast might
be eight or ten feet long, if it is
strong enough to withstand considera

pull from the aerial without
bending.
A very fine installation, but unfortunately one which cannot always be
obtained, is pictured in No. 5. Ht:e
two iron pipes are used as already
outlined, guyed secured and the lead
wire kept away from the wall by an
extra prop at the edg, of the roof.
Dimensions given are merely suggestions, with all these illustrations.
Regulations by insurance companies
differ widely and it is a good plan to
ask your insurance broker or the
company carrying your insurance for
a copy of their latest rules on the
subject of radio installations. And
Ito matter whether they seem reasonable to you, be sure and conform to
them and then have your installation
approved by their inspector. A notation is usually made on your insurance
policy thereafter granting you permission for your installation.
Sketch No. G outlines in schematic
form the most common type of an
able

AERIAL

"Building Your Own Set"
Radion the highest rating as radioOur new booklet, "Building Your
frequency insulation. That means that
Own
Set," giving wiring diagrams,
dielecand
leakage
losses from surface
front and rear views,
tric absorption are exshowing a new set with
ceptionally low. And
Othe Radien Product.
low losses mean clearer
slanting panel. sets with
Th. sume quaint's of lowreception, more volume
the new Radion built -in
Ion inulatIoa and attractive
and more distance.
horn, lists of parts and
appearance ekancterl.s tadlon dll. (to match panel),
directions for building
You can see that RabtMist root panels, Insulatthe most popular Circuits
dion is different by lookors, knobs. ate ...else the new
-mailed for ten cents.
ing at the finish. But
la4.s ballt-u born.
Mail coupon today.
that high- polished, satin-
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FIG. G

%MFRICAN IfAKD RUBBER COMPANY
New York City
II Mercer Street,
Chicago Ottro. C.mwwy Building
Arnts: Goodyear Rubber Co., San treactseo- Portland
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Radio
HAMMA RLl1Nn CUNnE NYERY, from the firs,
1 have been designed for barter radio.
The New Model "C' more nearly approachesperfectionthan anysimilarinurument the engineering world has produced.

prop.

In No. 2 we find a house with a
Here the
good high tree at hand.
problem is perhaps simpler, although
some ingenuity will be called for in
fastening the pole in the tree. Plenty

Look for Hammarlund Condensera in the
receiver you buy. Use only Hammarlund
Condensers in the receiver you build.

of room is allowed between the farther
insulator and the tree, however, and
a weight is used to keep the aerial
tight under all wind conditions.
In No. 3 is a suggestion for a house
Such locations are
and a garage.
usually in the suburbs, where an antenna functions well lower down than
would suffice for the city. If there is
no room behind the garage for guying, the pole may be placed at its
center and guyed in three directions.

capacities; plain and vernier. Sold by
the better radio dealers
t me

f

Dra..ptue F,44,

HAMMARLUND MFG. CO.
414

4)5 West »rd Street, New York

Sot, aettalt

"C"
t

and

E....Rn
Peteat,

D

sartia

On the city apartment house, where
good clothespole is available, a
short "topmast" may be attached as
in No. 4. It is well to fasten this
extra mast G1 the pole with a couple
of heavy clamps, having nuts and

ammarlund
P aeF C

a

/S/r1N

CONDENSER

4.9JULULUSULASSi

WA7E-R -MAIN

IT(

illustrated. To keep the lead -in wire
away from the wall, another stick is
fastened beneath an upstairs window
or under the edge of the roof as a

All

New
Model

CLAMP
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TO SET

Please send me your now booklet. "aulldmt
Your Own flat." for wbicb I enclose 10 costa
(stmps or coin).

Nonce

PAN ELS

-Thah, Sorárh, Binding Pv.l Paa.l;rk.

4

BUSH/NGS
ARRESTE/2

AMERICAN HARD RIIRRPR COMPANY,
Dept. N3, 11 Mercer St., New York City

a

bolts.
J

These can be made

for you by

tenna installation that is in conformity with underwriters' regulations.
The lightning arrester is specified and
the outside type is most conveniently
used. It is merely a small air gap,
inclosed and protected
from the
weather with a "petticoat" insulator.
It has a spring clip at the top
through which the aerial lead wire
may be passed without the necessity
of cutting or soldering. The lightning
ground wire may sometimes be as
small as No. 14, though certain localities call for No. 12 or even as

This is best
a wire as No. H.
used for the radio ground as well as
for the lightning ground, so that two
lead -in bushings, spaced a couple of
large

feet apart, are employed. The arrester
merely bridges the gap between these
two, outside the window. Ground is
made to the water main in the cellar,
on the street side of the water meter,
if there is a meter in use.
When your installation is finished,
and you are sure that it is in accordance with underwriters' rules for your
neighborhood, you should notify your
(Continued on Pane 461
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HEN

vacuum tubes receive the unqualified endorsement of radio engineers
and radio fans alike there
must be a reason. In the case

of

MAGNATRONS,

form better.

MAGNATRONS rneke use
of every rrGinerring improver...nt. Bakelite low -loss bases
reduce capacity effects. The
tlpless construction prevents
accidental breakage.

Rauland Lyric is a lobo' -tors trade audio
trn.6xmr, dr: i.ed caprcia lly for mu.ic
lover. The price is nine dollar..
ip
tive circular with amplification curve will
Lc mailed oil rrr).wt Rauland Mfg Co -.
7666 Coyne St.. Chicago.
-

Derr

MAGNATRONS
types

Il

ly"
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a

Ili (A,
rr

and

the

CONNEWEY ELECTRIC
LABORATORIES

141.Es

NEW YORK

of Anted Music Critics
III
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of

DC-201A, DC -199,
DC-I99 with large base

can be had at your dealer's.

TRANSFORMER

The Choice

that

reason is easy to find. MAGNATRONS bring stations in
clearer and make any set per-

"Listening-in" takes on a new
Incaniny when Rauland-Lyrics
are used iii the amplifying stages.
It means musical enjoyment -the
same as you etlperienee when you
attend a concert in person.

MALNATRONS
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Don't fail to see the
MARV -O -DYNE exhibit
at the Amateur Radio
Show, Pennsylvania Hotel, week of March 2 -7.
Booth 36

.=/

1_
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The Spring
Model Is Here!
MARV -O- DYNE -the set with the Filameter-has
been improved. Many refinements have. been added.
The new spring model surpasses in performance even the
records made by the original MARV -O -DYNE.
The Filameter, that exclusive device that saves both tubes
and batteries, has been retained with its Weston meter.

Ilaig

and

.

Thy

Amber

MR RVQDYNE
Coto -Coil's famous
making tuning easier than ever.
transformers arc now used. And a Cutler -Hammer Lock
Switch insures the set against tampering.
The MARV -O -DYNE Tuned Radio Frequency five tube
receiver is exceptionally handsome and efficient. Tt is
built into a genuine solid mahogany cabinet, by the way.
Go to your dealer and have him show you a MARV -ODYNE today! Write for descriptive folder.

Haig Straitline condensers have been added,
Manolutured by
AMBER MANUFACTURING CORP..
115 W. Broadway, New York, N. Y.
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Radio Frequency and
the Flewelling Circuit
(Continued From Page :4)

STOP
GUESSING
USE
B-T PARTS

1,000,000 tuned as much energy in his
carcass as an average incoming radio

i

is no longer a mystery. It is an exact science. When you build
ertnui of results as the modern chemist
set. you should he n
when he mixes known chemicals together. You will be, if you build
with 14-f parts and follow n tried and proved circuit such as the 13-T
Low Loss Nameless, B -T No. I or B -T No. 2.

Read What Others Have Dona
tenor. praises
I ito Schlott, the world's greatest
the -Nameless- installed In his apartment in the
Cnngrea Hotel. Chicago. few blocks sway fr
several powerful broadcasting tations.
other wlLknown makes of
"After using
putting it
teceivers and discarding same. it
very mildly to .ay that I am pleased with your
set.
The volume, selectivity, quality of tone
were
stations
and the ease with which distant
tuned .n whilst t'h;uro tatIon were radio
be
nstingwe. nimpIv morvelous and almost will
suppose that you
pond undrstanling

i

i

I

B. T. Kit Na- r
Contain. three a- carena

I

Treesferu,et only. .$IO.40

hardly I.elieve n when I tell you tuned in 42
stations my hest - ni ht, Monday, December Atha
1924, including nne Pat the Coast station.
Downers Grove, Ill., Jan. nth, 192:
"With the new nT No. I. have received from
Joliet the
oast to coast and Canada to Maxim
During the
lowest and St. Louis the highest
tarent tests I picked up three foreign stations.
m
Having such result with Chicago nearby.
firmly of th opinion that it any one dues not
it is a use
hive good i cult. with your No.
where a 'poor marksman lays the blame on the
I

Nantele.. Blue Prints
SI 00
fold I. prwely

I

I

W. L.

B

Yad

Low Loss Tamer

In

A Real Radio Help

two types for aroad

tad short Wave Work.
Reags rewired with
L 11
cast

Liftim Condenser:
Type B-0o to gee
T7oe íW60

K.

on du Lac. Wis.. Dee. 24th, 1924:
"Hava gotten practically every station in
the U. S on the loud poker with the B-T No.
Also England and Francs on the
hook-up
2
D. W.
phones. It can't he heat

-r

to 130

a

Bettet tuning. our 40 page book of hook-ups
entione.i shove. are
IB T No. i and No. 2,
inrlude.li, construction. tuning and general in
to thousands
great
formation ha been
No Indio library
of set builder and operators
Sec vour dealer or
plate without it.
postpaid copy.
send IU cent for

hp

SS.00

0.00

BREMER-TULLY MFG. CO.
"Pioneers of Better Tuning"

532 S. Canal St.

Chicago, Ill.

Fidelity

the
Just as the rare old violin err
finest instmets of its toaster. so does the

Patent Improved Audio(ormer bring out
the best in any radio set.
It gives faithful. pure and undistorted reproduction over the entire band of sound
frequencies. with an unusually high mpliacatlon factor throughout the antis
range rather than at one high peak.
You will be more enthusiastic than ever
about your art when you hear it with
Patent Improved Audloformers. prder a
pair today from your dealer.
Write for complete catalog of Pacent Radio Essentials.

PACENT ELECTRIC COMPANY, Inc.
91 Seventh Avenue, New York City
Minneapolis

Chicago
Washington
San Francisco

Philadelphia
taeksonville

St. Lours

Boston
Birmingham
Buffalo

Patent

RADIO ESSENTIALS

fiLi;_porrr IMPROVISE

Detroit

- PACENTIZE-

THE INVERSE rUPLEX

John DeQ. Briggs, who tint I
-duplesed
book which solve
problems of this set
tieht. It anwers the question. asked by .
A COPY.

th

a

cause you have placed too much re-

Radio

s -T Kit. N.
contain. tares 3 Citoit
Transformen. tame L -11
olio
Litetin. Condensers. with
Control Ceadeaser
complete set
Dial s.nd
of Pinnriets and Instruc
tae. SO
toss

If

fly were compelled to
walk over sticky fly paper he roust
certainly would not get very far be-

signal.

rdi

JOHN DeQ. BRIGG:

e

d

neutrodyne, has written
ilia lovers-- duplee.d Plan-

id this mgazine.

SO

CENTS

RANDOLPH ST.,
S1'. PAUL, MINN.

1720

sistance (too many ohms, in radio),
in his path.
The analogy is beautiful. Now you
have an amount of incoming energy
for your radio set equal to about one millionth of what a feeble little fly
has.
Can you afford to force it over
very much sticky paper? Of course
not! Then it is very obvious that low
loss does pay.
Rut -there are a lot of us who feel
that it does not answer the problem
if we simply use a low -loss condenser
and neglect other greater factors such
as coils, set layout, and the excessive
use of multi -tube circuits.
You ask what has this to do with
regeneratitut? Just this: With the
present -day three-element tube, the
less resistance you use in the circuit
of the tube, the greater the regenerative effect and the tube will oscillate
more readily.
One tube can be readily controlled
but beyond this our difficulties increase greatly as we add tubes, to
such an extent that we must of necessity deliberately introduce a loss, or
resistance of some kind, into our circuit in order to control the tubes at
all. The writer knows of hardly any
multi -tube circuit where this is nut
done.

Then, you say,

if it

is possible to

do as much with one tube as with
five, why use five? Let's see what we
can say to that.
The average radio listener has

neither the time nor the inclination
to juggle one control against another
neither is he at all inclined toward
radiating squeals either from his own
or other receivers. Oftentimes he can
;

highest type.
You will get your
money's worth out of it, beyond a
doubt, and I am pleased to see Mr.
Shodron's adaptation of the idea to
the Flewelling Circuit. Mr. Shodron
has done very much better than coast to-coast work, and one need have no
fear of results if the circuit is built.
Mr. Shodron's trap circuit receiver
shown in Fig. 1 does not seem to
me to be n very economical or easy
receiver to build for the results obtained, and I would not, therefore,
recommend that you build it unless
you desire to do a little experimenting with the use of trap circuits.
The heterodyne circuit shown in
Fig. 2, however, is a more compact
and easier set to build, capable of the
greatest DX work if properly constructed and adjusted. I know there
will be many favorable comments
.

from those who decide to try it.
The circuit layout is very similar

to the regular five -tube neutrodync
circuit. In fact, Mr. Shoodron made
his from a spare ueutrudyne set. Mr.
Shodron's diagram calls for two .0005
mf. and one .000125 ruf. variable
tuning condensers, hut the standard
I I
plate .00025 mf. condenser can be
used very nicely in all three places.
All of the coils may be wound with
Nu. 24 DCC wire on cardboard or
bakelite three inches in diameter by
four inches long; thus the layout calls
for three such tubes as in the neutrodyne.
The first coil L1 is wound with
fifty turns of No. 24 wire on one of
the tubes and mounted, if preferred.
directly on the back of its tuning
condenser. The second tube contains
coils L2, L3 and L4, wound with %k
inch space between the coils. They
may then be nwunttd on the back of

have no outdoor antenna and is not
satisfied to hunt continually for stations that he has had before instead
of referring to his log sheet. These
things he must abide by with the

CARTER

"HOLD - TI TE"
JACKS

single tube or the single tube with
two stages of audio amplification.
BO if he uses a multi -tube circuit,
he can log his received stations, in
general tune his receiver more
sharply, need not use an outdoor antenna, etc.
A very large number of requests
have been received, asking how to add
radio- frequency amplification to the
Flewelling Circuit, and I feel that
the above justifies these requests.
Frankly, i feel that if radio-frequency amplification is added, one defeats the purpose of the Flewelling
Circuit, but I know that a great
many of those who have done it prefer it to the single-tube circuit.
So now that we have our reason
let's start the ball rolling by showing
one or two diagrams that Flewelling
fans have found to operate successfully, and by asking you folk who
have succeeded in adding R. -F. amplification to send in your diagrams.
John G. Shodron, of Fort Atkinson,
Wis., sent me a diagram of his circuit
which is shown in Fig. 1. This drcuit is operated by what we call
"trap" tuning. That is, each tube
circuit is controlled by a free and
independent wave-trap circuit, as you
will see upon examining the diagram.
The circuit is an exceedingly sharp
tuner and a D X getter of the first
water, according to Mr. Shodron.
Mr. Shodron, however, submits a
second sketch, shown in Fig. 2, which
appeals to me much more becaur- ¡.
utilizes the most sensitiv., circuit
known, that of the separate heterodyne.

Personally, I feel that the super heterodyne is apt to be a waste of
one's money, but that does not apply

1925

to a separate heterodyne circuit, such
This circuit
as Mr. Shodron shows.
has been the writer's favorite for
some time, and constitutes a timetried and true circuit of the very

Pitt
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The patented stationary thimble
riveted to the frame provides an
adjustable lock nut device which
permit this Jack to he securely
mounted on panel without annoyance and trouble of spacer washhints
er c
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Plugs always fit properly no matter what the thickness of the
panel.

Ask your dealer to show you the
other nine construction features
of this quality product.
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Including

Drilled

Panel
Re. utar Value ;32

After such a circuit as this is built
you are very apt to find it oscillating
so violently as to be beyond control,
but herein lies another of the advantages of this circuit because of the

-

points: The eight turn
coil L3 is simply used W couple to
the oscillator coils 1.2 and IA. Also
one reason for coil L5 is to couple
to our detector circuit M. if your
circuit tends to oscillate too violently,
you can easily correct it by removing
two or more turns from these coupling coils L3 and 1,5. The condenser
N. C., of the ordinary neutralizing
type, is also adjustable to help care
following

AREGENERATIVE set that
i. EASY TO HANDLE
that wont jump into
oscillation when you are
one

moving the tickler the necessary thousandth of an inch to
change that faint whiper of

far -distant station to real
speech and musc. A net that
the greenest novice can handle in a short time. Only two
tuning .bale-+tit I the
always log. No adjustment or
a

The M. et. H. Radio
Engineering Service
-Recommended by
HENRY M. NEELY
for All Sets

Described in

Radio-in-the-Home-

Will Supply
Parts or the
Complete Set
of Any Hook -up Ever
Published in Any Issus
of This Magazine at
No Extra Charge

Another M. & H. Special

Complete Parts
Including
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always log. Radio in the lh,n.e
for February. page 19. eays:
The Harkness 3.Tube CounterHex Set
eeeesfully picked up
European Station. during Inter

national Test. "
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.ivy satisfaction demand quality
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bock of each sale.
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toward undue
oscillation will be affected by the
plate voltage used, this point should
be

a
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watched and the plate voltage ad-

justed to the hest point.
In operating such a set as this,
it will he noted that the incoming
signal is first passed through the
second tube shown in the diagram,
but this tube is coupled to the first

l- of nulil hate In.rIi

I
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Unicrrlal air.
of ratio, editor- and enI

tube by the coil L3. Now the first 1lro%al
toti hi%sk tour tlralrr lo ;I
tube acte as a continuous oscillator
.1--ortnanI.
heating against the incoming signal. ginlere e%rrt tt here.
rdueulirtn oit
..
1 la..l.:ud LrinThus we have the typical beat note
Sinlltlieit% is a .li- iinetite .harondrn-.r. 1E rite to.l.. tu for di, nrw
action of the superheterodyne. The acteri-lie of the Cardwell. There
I ....Iw.111
Irn-.r hool,lrl.
beat mute produced by the oscillating i. nn ern 45ive bull. or weight
tube and the incoming signal is
l'6r Ulrn I I. I .ardweIl
carried through coil L5, picked up by no intricate gears or .onlllicated
Nanufueturiul: nrtw.ral
the Flewelling circuit coil L6, recti- isstusblt,
fied and carried into the audio ampliI :aril weIl rondetI er- are rugged,
fiers. It will he noted in this connection that coil L5 acts as a filter circuit
because of the fixed condenser across
it, and care should be taken that coil
L5 and its condenser tune to the
point of best reception. This means
nt NIT.
'1
N 411145
that we must be careful shout removing turns from this coil to adjust our coupling, changes of couwa w.
t
n
I. s.
Si
It
.
I
pling preferably being made by coil
L3 or condenser N. C.
Those of my readers who have
The Super
built or operated superheterodynes
will find themselves at home with
Yoe an afford
this receiver because the action is
very similar.
Save by using your pre.ent
able condenser, sock
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Editorially Speaking
(Continued From riser SS)
saying that the writers have Crosley
sets or else that they are interested in
them through some contact.
This is merchandising. It is the
only kind of merchandising that will
save the situation for the parts manu-

833.75 to

These come

.y only the Super parts
ICON Kits priced from

Postcard brings descriptive folder. Gives
Cheek off what, you have. Get
needed
Kit and on the average save 60',7.

lit

of parts

RUBICON

a

RUBICON COMPANY
Kits

tubo 918 Victory Bldg., Philadelphia, Pa.

tobe
build

as new circuits are
developed using virtually the same
apparatus which the old circuits used,
the cities will not show much of an
increase in the buying of parts.
It
is not to be expected. Fans in the
city already have all of those parts
that they need.
But there is a vast and untouched
market simply waiting for the manufacturer who is sufficiently alive and
sufficiently financed to go out and get

The hook -up craze is not dead. It
is one of the livest things in radio.
It has simply got tired of living in
the cities and has yielded to the lure
of suburban and rural life.

etc.
RI

an

$1)8.50

facturer.
Just so long

it.
t_r

SPORTING GOODS
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and as the tendency

I

Described in October
Radio in the Home and as
Improved in January issue

"No fancy gewgaws to attract the eye
and cause trouble in the etid"

11 %rites Mr. Ilrnrt 11. Neel..
I...lilor of Ii 11111).1 \.L111:I
for this condition.
All tubes are 201A or hard tubes. Mr. Neel% :old,:

tuning with rotor of coupler.
Recommended by Henry
Sf.
Neely In Ate fretful,
article in this issue -and
Radio in the Home renders
know what this mean..
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the second condenser in the same
manner as with LI.
Now the third control, consisting
of coils L5, L6 and L7, with the
variable condenser, presents a little
First coils LB and L7
difficulty.
should preferably be of fifty turns
each as in the regular Flewelling
circuit, while I.5 can be wound directly over coil L6 with but a layer
of paper between them for insulating
purposes.
Coil L7, the tickler coil,
must be variable to L6 in order that
you may adjust the feedback properly. Here it is best to note that if
you have a regular Flewelling circuit
you may use it in this circuit without
any change by simply coupling coil
L5 to the tuning .coil of the Flewelling circuit, which is L6.

h ie
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WMAQ, Chicago,

Formica Math/ained
its Leadership

Them

1925

"The Mother of

All"

(Continued Frone !'age IS)

Snow White, or her Barbara Frietchie

FORMICA again during the past *roman momt .Ine d
has held for several year n an
the leadership

as living persons.
She tells the
stories for the family, and at the 6:30
dinner hour in the city homes families
tune in on Wednesdays to WMAQ
for Miss Faulkner. Conversation is
ended while she appeals to the hest
in every heart.
Last summer as Aunt Mary, Miss
Faulkner appealed over the radio for
funds for the Daily News Children's
Fresh Air Fund. A dollar paid the
railroad fare and farmers answered

it

insulating material for radio uses.

With few esreption every Important radio menu
facturer in the country used Formica -- mare than

Its

March,

in 11.

For Formica is thoroughly
They find it pays.
dependable as insulation and provides
strikingly handsome panel for the front of a
standard of
radio set. Formica has met
good appearam e- -end permanent rad last
ate plea
my good appearance which
resistance of considerable proportions for
manufacturer who uses cheaper ma.
.r

th

pital building, the largest hospital of
its kind in the world, almost half a
mile in length, was the gift of Edward Hines, Chicago lumber king, in
memory of his son, who died in the
service overseas.
The boys are enjoying the radio
seta. Their attentions are being directed into channels of outside listen ing, while as many as are physically
able are doing hand basketry, cloth
and bead weaving. One example of
direct shell shock cure resulted from

tet(al.

Of cour.., wise amateur et bui'.ier
are moved by the same motives that
determine the choice of the .et man.
They. tr.,, wont good
rain, surer
looks and lasting beauty; perfect
insulation. strength and freedom

from sagging. warping. aliening
and discoloring.
-m odes Is one of the most
permanent materials available
In nay
In the world Insley
1

climate. under any conditions. It entrains almost
fro
-just
you
it 'when it is new.
W
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Mr. and Mrs. Marx Oberndorfer, nationally known musicians, who give
weekly lecture recitals, u'Ith illustrative piano compositions. .Sirs. Oberndurfer (Anne Shaw Faulkner), lecturer, is before the microphone. Marx
Oherndnrjer, pianist and eompnaer, at the piano
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The greatest artists and experts of
the professional World are eager rend
glad to stand before the WMAQ microphone. There are two people whom
Miss Waller was especially proud ta
put on the air from WMAQ. They
are Mary Carden, who sang a group
of songs as well as solos in opera
broadcast from the Auditorium, and
Julia Marlowe, who with her husband, E. H. Sothern, gave a memorable performance of the "Romeo and
Juliet" balcony scene over WMAQ in
their radio debut.
Mary Garden is a genuine radio

°i

Freshman

Centaur.
,ae
mplere line
tlonal Bargains in HlghCrade , Radio
Apparatus. Parte and Supplies.
Write for your free copy today.

a nearby suburb.

Largest Eastern Distributors for National Products

S2.29.
No. P. V. 299 Detector
and Amplifier Tube will
ht all 199 sockets, Only

$2,2v.
1,1.1
order quantity wanted by number
rind pay postman our low price plu
postage upon arrival. Or if you prefer
end $2.29 for each tube and we ship
prepaid
Prompt service and satisfac-

disabled veterans' hospitals in the
five surrounding States, trying to
raise $60,000 for 5000 boys for radio
mists with loud speakers in the wards.
The Speedway Hospital at Maywood,
Illinois, is the first, and rapid progress is being itiade. This great hos-

a boy's interest in making radio seta.
Today he Is cured and in business in

Vf!FRS

Detector
and Amplifier Tube with
standard
base Oely
No. P.V. 301A

the call for free board for a week as
well. Her answers ranged from "two
bucks to take a couple of kids to
Heaven" to a small boy's circus
money.
The Lullaby Lady, Mrs. Gene
Davenport, comes to WMAQ twice a
week with musical programs for the
children and "Dad" is a recent evening addition at 6:b0.
The Daily
News soldier radio fund is equipping

"Grow With Us"

Speedway Hospital at Maywood, a suburb of Chicago. The
largest hospital for disabled veterans in the world and a gift from Edward
Hines, lumber king, as u memorial to his only son, who was killed in the
World War.
The rooms in this hospital are being equipped with radin
through a fund called The Soldiers Radio Fund," carried on by the
A room in the

Chicago Daily News

March,
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She is thrilled by the invisible
audience. She says enthusiastically:
"The real pleasure comes from

fan.

`When

the phone

singing to the nian or woman who
would not otherwise hear my voice.

rings

The nian in the lumber camp, the
woman in the wee prairie cabin, the
folk who live isolated lives, they are
the ones to whom my songs are sent.

1

Ç//wHeart
of the
Radio

Snap

AND ALL IS SILENT

again,-

Snap

FAINT. trembling impulses are caught
from the air and amplified thousands
upon thousands of times. Finally transformed into audible sounds by your
loud speaker. they are either painfully
distorted or lifelike in purity of tone.
Which it will b.. depends Largely upon

^

AND THE PROGRAM
CONTINUES

without retuning

No modem set lacks the convenience of a MARCO filament battery throw switch
les definite on and off pualtions make it far supers"' to

We shall be glad
to semi new circuits

and batteries --you don't for
get to turn them off! Saves

annoying intcmtptlone when
you only want to stop reception for a minute!

Robert S. Whitney, announcer, a
pianist and composer

Make your set
convenient with a
ON AND OFF,

T

i

J.

They are my appreciative listeners
and to them my radio appearance at
WMAQ was dedicated."
The WMAQ chief announcer is
Robert Whitney, pianist and composer and a member of the Whitney
trio which frequently broadcasts.
Miss Waller is assisted by Miss Elizabeth Burton, an accomplished Musician and announcer, for the afternoon
programs.
WMAQ is the real service of the
newspaper, combined with a woman's
tact and realization of public ideals,
as well as demands.
WMAQ is indeed the "Mother of
them all." She smooths uR the rough
places in the day's work and the
evening broadcast is a bit of balm to
tired listeners.

The "Red Front Stores"
on "Quality
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Street"

(Continued From Pam. 5)
Perhaps you were fortunate enough
to hear Baileff's "Chauve Souris"
when it was last here, and you will
remember that the most hauntingly
beautiful moments of the evening
were those in which his marvelous
'chorus sang the gypsy songs -there
is nothing quite like them.
Harry Ilorlick, the young leader of
the group representing the A. and P.
Stores, has n life history much in
keeping with his work. Ile was born
in Kiev, Russia, and comes from a
family of which all the members were
His father was a conmusicians.
cert- meister in the large orchestras,
and a famous violinist, but as one
so often finds, he did not want Harry
to be a musician. However, when the
boy was only eight he precured a
small violin upon which he practiced
secretly while his father was away.
An older brother, who was concertmeister in the symphony orchestra at
Tiflis, Caucasia, realized the boy's
talent when he heard him play, and
persuaded the father to allow him to
take the youngster back with him to
Tiflis.
Here he was put under
Wilshey, who was a pupil of Joachim,
and for six years he worked hard.
From there he went to Moscow,
where he attended the conservatory
and played in the largest symphony
orchestra.
Then the World War broke out,
his parents left Russia for the United

of these

will

t

en told urine r.

for the transformer is of the utmost
Importance in your radio set. Each
minute sound vibration coming from

diagrme.

ing
Grimes 3XP inverse Duplex. Jefferson Baby Grand
Super6 - 'tube
heterodyne, jefferSuperIVIII
a n d
heterodyne,
many others. Any

any pull switch Saves tubes

SWITCH

your

witheomplete work-

the detector is magnified and reissued
with a stronger pulse -lending volume
and rlarty to your radio reception.

Jettelson Super Sensitive Transform-

ers are designed to re. rive over the

entire nitssital range without howling
K..di. authorities the
or distortion.
world over recognize the es. client
performant a of these wonderful transformer and specify their use in new
I Ir. tilts.
Handled by the better dealer and
jobbers. A superior transformer at
price attractively low.
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upon receipt of five
cents in stamp. to
cover postage.
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States, leaving him to enter the Russian army, where he served fur two
and a half years, absolutely neglecting his violin.
He had, however,
either the good or bad fortune to be
captured by the Bolsheviki, and assigned by them to play in symphonies
and opera for the next year and a
half. Worried by his inability to get
in touch with his parents, he escaped
from his captors, working his way
back to Tiflis and on to Constantinople. Here, through the American
Consul, he succeeded in communicating with his people, and while awaiting for arrangements to be made for
him to join them he collected many of
the melodies of the East, which from
time to time he arranges and plays
with his Gypsy String Orchestra.
When funds finally arrived from
America he joined his family here,
and was shortly after at work in the
City Symphony under Foch. Later
he played at the "Petroushka," the
Russian Club.
You have undoubtedly noted the
beautiful tone of Mr. llorlick's violin.
It, too has an entertaining little his
tory.
The first small instrument
which he secretly obtained was laid
aside in Moscow, when his brother
gave him his full -sized instrument.

This was a violin of wonderful tone,
but Harry saw one belonging to a
friend that caught his eye because of
the wonderful graining of the wood.
He traded for the better looking
article, only to find to his sorrow
that he had much the worst of the
bargain.
Ile bided his time, and
when another boy was smitten as he
had been, he traded again, and this
time acquired an extra fine Italian
violin which he values at several
thousands of dollars.
The orchestra, which has always
been composed of six pieces, now includes seven, as the latest addition to
the WEAF facilities is a two-manual
organ which is used to supply musical

background and round out the
ensemble. The members are all Russians, and were all known by the
leader in that country. For instance,
George Davidoff, the pianist, was a
soloist in Moscow, and the organist,

Alexander Bordnowski, comes from

Both men are composers.
As most gypsy music is Russian,
the men are playing those things
which are in their blood, which is
perhaps why they have been so tremendously popular from the beginning. They play almost entirely the
gypsy music. with perhaps une conOdessa.

A Wonderful

Radio Achievement!
The First All-Glass Socket

The Gypsies are always introduced
to the strains of the "Two Guitars,"
and as the first notes are heard, Announcer Carlin begins to talk:
"These bewitching strains of the
'Two Guitars' now come from out of
the East to lure you from your homes
which are linked with WEAF, New
York;
WCAE,
Pittsburgh, and
WJAR, Providence (homes always
will respond to the touch of romance),
out of these to lure you into a fairyland of dreams. Electric, gas and
candle lights now become useless, for,
with the Great Atlantic and Pacific
Tea Company
Gypsies you will
wander in dancing sunlight or shimmering moonlight. The company engages the .use of the facilities of
these stations each week to take you
through green valleys, wooded hillsides, on jeweled lakes, over sea
and mountains and we ask you,
mothers, fathers, sons and daughters,
the well and the sick, old and young,
to dance, sing or make love in the
spirit and as the music leads you.
1.
The first selection, 'Suite Orientale,' by the French composer, Pupy,
takes you far into the East, where
the forests are thick and the air is
heavy laden with perfumes of luxuriant flower growth and the mystery
of the ages. As we journey on we
pass through the shaded groves and
as we emerge the sun shines but the

composer, Ebane, is another
phase of life as expressed in music.
3.
'Toreador et Andalouse' by
Rubinstein in the next selection that
the A & P Gypsies will play. in
this piece we emerge from the sorrow into the ring.
The A & P Gypsies will play
4.
as their next selection a 'Spanish
Dance' by the German composer
Schmedling.
'Mighty Lek' a Rose' by the
5.
American composer Nevin is a song

made en-

tirely of V IRALON-a sperial glass processed for 100%
electrical efficiency.

VIRALON

vitreous products so inefficient.

one.

sian

exhaustive research, our engineers have developed a

Glass is absolutely heat and moisture
proof, and unaffected by
those influences that commonly make rubber, rubber
derivatives, porcelain and
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modern composer
in an evening. The background is
furnished by the introduction and the
interpolated remarks of the announcer. this part being worked out
In
as part of the station service.
this way, tow, the listeners are quietly
informed that they may thank the
A. and P. Stores for their pleasant
hour. The following program of the
evening of December 8 is a typical
a

brighter.'
'Suite Orientale,' 'The Bayaderes,'
'By the Ganges,' 'The Almas,' 'The
Patrol.'
2.
'Sorrow' by the German-Rus-

Countless tests have
proven glass to be the
most effective insulation
available to radio. After

new -idea Socket

cert selection of

Duray All -Glass Sockets
eliminate most of the socalled "tube noises"
cut
down power losses-prevent
short circuits-and eliminate
radio frequency leakage.

-

DURAY RADIO CORPORATION
Dept. 13, 263 Washington Ave., Newark, N. J.
Too'll Ilk. all th. xclu.te.
Dom, feature. the MI Rla-

oU
ALL-GLASS
VIPALON

SOCKET

eun.t met loo the one piece
contact .trip. the knurled
contact
(COrro.loa
proof
the Mod, ,lderin

pot

-

terminals.
Prie. ill

SS

Packed te
I

(standard size)
carton.

attractif.

ntll all dealer.

have been

t

stocked. cou can be annulled
direct from the factory
the retail price. plus Ilk each
for parkin[ nd powtxe

of Southern dialect, symbolic of the
purest form of love,
6. 'Orientale' by the Russian composer Cesar Cui.
7.
'Chorus of Boatmen' from
'Prince Igor' by Borudin.
"The time for rude awakening has
come.
I wonder how many of you
have seen the peaceful meadows, the
shadowy woods, the ocean billows,
have scented the spicy pines or
dreamed of loves gone by or that
great love to come as the Great Atlantic and Pacific Tea Company
Gypsies played. If you have dreamed
dreams or had your heart lifted, we
hope you will let the Gypsies share
your pleasure by sending a little note,
or a card which is available at any
of the familiar red -front A & P
stores.
The Gypsies are leaving us
now. going hack into the peaceful
world from which we have them
come each week. The dying strains
of the 'Two Guitars' will he their
adieu to you, and when they have
faded away a week will pass. Then
at nine next Monday, this same mystic melody will summon you to
another hour of dreams."
Now you will admit that even the
reading over of such a program
creates in you a feeling of good -will
toward, and respect for, these particular stores. You want to write
them, as did the old lady in Vermont:
"If your groceries are of the same

Why
spend $25 a
year for "B"
Batteries?
NOW you can get your "B"
Battery current direct
from your electric light sockettold sure $25 u your. This new
method gives better, clearer re-

ception with greater volume
than you have ever had before.
And it gives you this improved
reception all of the time -with
no bad nights because your "B"
Batteries are run down no
silent nights because you forget
to buy them. A fresh, maximum supply is always available
by simply turning on your elec-

-

tric light socket.
The Kellogg Trans-B- former
is exceptionally easy to hook -up.
Simply run the leads into your
set and connect it with your
electric light socket and it's
ready to operate. The Trans-Bformer costs less than 1/5 of a
cent per hour to run. It is
beautifully finished in a rich
two -tone solid walnut cabinet.
Small and compact, it stands
behind your receiving set, or
rests inconspicuously on the
floor.
See the Trans -B- former at
your nearest Radio Dealer's.
KELLOGG SWITCHBOARD
& SUPPLY COMPANY
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

KELLOGG
T rans -B-former
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quality as your music then we want
to trade with you."

And presto! The A At P Gypsies
have helped to show that the red front store is really on "Quality
s t reel.

'

You need

Appreciation of this sort cornea
from people of all type. Un the day
after their very first program, Mr.
Horlick was invited to stake records

----

to tune -in with
both domestic
to get distant stations
and toretgn
to listen -tit without disturbing others
tu shut out the noise in the room
and get all the radio fun
to get the truest and clearest reception

for several companies, and accepted
the invitation of the Edison Company.

There was an experiment last
winter to see whether this type of
music really was appreciated as much
as the continuous flow of mail would
indicate. so the program was split
into half popular and half gypsy
music. The reaction un the part of
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requesting them to drop the popular
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To prove it. I do not mind going on
record as saying that the UV -201A
tube, in my opinion, is absolutely the
very brat tube on the market today.

Furthermore. Mr. Grimes explains
in this article why it is that the small
tube is likely to be unsatisfactory.
He clearly points out thut it is not
entirely the fault of the manufacturer
but the very design of the tube in its
extreme delicacy. renders it particularly liable to injury during the
course of shipment after it leaves the

manufacturer's hands. The larger
tube is less liable to be damaged and
is therefore much more stable by the
time

it gets to the consumer.

In addition, it should be understood
that both Mr. Grimes and I feel that
the manufacturers of tubes are doing
a very fine piece of work and are turning out an excellent bit of apparatus
considering the limitations of our
knowledge of such things and the extreme difficulty in a mechanical sense
of getting such apparatus in perfect
shape into the hands of the consumer
and training him to keep it in such
condition.
My advice to use some other tube
in place of the UV -199 must be understood to refer absolutely only to the
cases where dry cell tubes must be
used in radio frequency. It does not
apply in any particular to places
where storage batteries are available
or to use as detector and audio am-

plifier.
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L+K Clarifying Selector
Greatly Improves Any Standard Hookup

The Question of Tubes
1

always

No one realizes these Ia.ts mole lorcibly than the
makers of the famous Radlela IIA. they include
Brandes as standard equipment.
Be ;Jar your sl'I i; Brandes e qurppnl

Attractive posters of the band are

:old hook -up

-

has

displayed in the stores, and changed
frequently, and a constant topic of
friendly discussions between sales man and customer is provided. Applause cards may be obtained in the
stores, and in response W each orte
the company returns a photograph
of the band. In some of these districts a mailing list i5 kept of interested listeners, and special care is
taken to have these friendly critics
apprised of any special values in the
shops in their neighborhoods.
So here again radio has demonstrated its ability to create a most
desirable impression by suggesting
to an attentive world that the Chain
Stores of the A & P Company tan.
doubtedly are on a pur with all other
superior institutions of trade.

Toroformer with printed dlagrame

('biolind,

is concerned, the company

-

found it practicable to extend its
tie-up from three to six stations. It
is interesting to note that they find
the effect upon the thousands of employes of the company to be quite
as valuable a business asset as that
They made it poson their patrons
sible for their men to obtain sets at
a reduced cost so that they could
listen -in, and hundreds of letters
come from their own managers, per.,
displaying great pride in the fact that
it. is their own organization which is
putting on this wonderful concert.

The TOROFORMER
11\

in

was almost unanimous

a headset

an

WHF.THF.R your set is an
Erla or any other reflex.
Ullradyne, a R. F. or a Re-

generator. you can easily give it
that high selectivity and perfect
control so necessary where stations interfere.
Just

variocoupler.

replace

coupler.
tapped coil or
aerial variometer with an L4-K
Clarifying Selector and a .0005
variable condenser.
fixed

This improvement clears up
muffled signals
gives minute
selectivity - - permits complete
control of antenna coupling over
entire B. C. wave band -cuts
down antenna losses and strengthens reception, ard does away
with tapped coils and high -loss
aerial tuners. Price $7.00.

Patent

Applied

For

-

Send

for Free

Diagram Spread
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line. Greene Concert
Selector hook up. and
other effective ircuit
(Jobbers.

write)

Dealer

Dept. R., 511 Chapel St., New Haven, Conn.
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Let's Talk About Tubes
(Continued From !'age 7)

manufacturers of tubes are taking
precautions by furnishing the various
distributors of tubes with testing
machines for checking the poor amplifiers. Some designs of these testing machines are so liberal and su
favor the manufacturer of the tubes
as almost to constitute good jokes if
it weren't for the real money involved. On the whole this move is in
the right direction and even now,
more rigid tests are being installed.
But this doesn't help much if the
ultimate customer- that's we-doesn't
know how to handle or care for his
tubes. Tubes are very delicate mech-

anisms, both mechanically and electrically, and should be very carefully
used both mechanically and electrically. The least little jar nr hump
may render your tube almost useless,
although it may still light wonderfully. Stich a bump, we shall soon
ahvw, may cause your tube to become
very unstable with resulting oscillations. Or, un the other hand, it may
reduce your amplification a very noticeable amount.
Still again, you
may have to throw it away because it
has
become
microphonic -causing

humming or "singing." These humps

or jars do not have to be bad ones.
Often, the jar caused by a tube falling over un the table from its upright
position will mean three cold dollars
to you. Never stand your tubes un
a table in such a manner.
And the electrical side of the story
is just as delicate
not more so.
Th entire problem reminds one of
that well known song, Some little
bug will get you some day." One
would almost be inclined to think
that the writer of that song was a
radin fan. Maybe he is now and, if
3o, he will enjoy the new meaning to
his creation. It is an ever increasing
wonder to us, as we study these
things more and more, how any one
ever obtains and retains a good tube.
We don't like to sound pessimistic,
but, in view of the fact that all of the
trouble is not with the manufacturer,
you cannot be too careful what you
yourself du after you have secured a

-if

gond tube.

For instance, the old type of tubes
would operate as long as the filament
lighted. It was variously estimated
at between three and five thousan,!

March,

hours of burning. If you insisted on
burning the filament un the full six
volts, you remained in possession of
your precious tube about 3000 golden
hours. If you were somewhat careful
and never turned your rheostat higher than was absolutely necessary for
good reception you and your tube kept
company almost twice that length of
time. Of course, the old tubes murdered your storage batteries by draining them to the tune of four times the
consumption of the present design.
Furthermore, one did not need to
be too careful concerning his plat e
voltage on the old ball -room illuminators. If the spirit so moved as to
suggest more than the normal ninety
volts, no great damage resulted. The
length of life was shortened somewhat, but was often more than justified by the increased signal strength.
But now -now/ Well, things have
changed since father was a boy!
Let's have a look!

MORE
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'
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3..a foe

Royal Bru.
Finish.

stuff!
In order to make a long story short,
the life of the present thoriated filament tube has been variously estimated from five minutes up to almost
1000 hours. Su while you are paying

Erla Supereflex makes tubes do
triple duty. One tube actually
does the work of three that
would he needed otherwise.
Three tubes do the work of five.
unquestionably! That is why
simple. compact, inexpensive
Erla Supereflex receivers equal
or surpass the performance of
costliest. temperamental multistage radio sets.

More power. tube for tube. is
basic in Erla Supereflex. Nothing else can "make up for it
Greater power in Erla Supereflex just simply means finer
radio, which you can afford.
confidently build these matchless
Erla circuits with Erla Supereflex CI R -KIT.

For you yourself

can

complete array
of Erla Scientific Precision Apparatus. especially created to
make Supereflex possible. CI RKIT provides clear. simple instructions for perfect assembly.
Blueprints are full size. The
panel is pre- drilled for you. The
baseboard is marked to locate
every unit accurately. The famous ErlaSolderlessConncctors
do away with soldering entirely.

With screwdriver, pliers and

CIR -KIT you are sure of a set
that will make you proud. both
for appearance and perform ance. The cost is very moderate.
Yet the range. volume. selec-

tivity AND TONE PURITY
are rarely equaled at any price,
because Supereflex does give

you more power. tulle for tube.

Electrical Research Laboratories
Department Q, 2500 Cottage Grove Avenue,Chicago
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demanded.
But thorium ah, and
that's the trouble
blamed funny

Supereflex Means
MORE POWER PER TUBE

The Apex
Super Five
I,
f

any shaft.
For sale by all good
Radio Dealers.
If unable toad,t.iuhuw
daler..neto

metal which gives off the necessary
electrons at a relatively low temperature. The white heat is uo lunger
needed. The heavy one ampere drain
on the storage battery is no longer

usually burning as
brightly as it ever did. The thorium
in the filament has simply boiled
away.
There is a certain definite
amount of this substance in each filament -tin mure, no less --and when it
has boiled away you are simply out
of pocket and out of luck.
Any excessive current in the filament is very, very -bad.
The new
thorium tubes must always be operated at as low a tempertaure as is
consistent with good signals. If you
persist in running your radio set with
the rheostats all the way out, you are
simply flirting with death so far as
your tubes are concerned. This is a
most important point to remember.
Then, the question of "B" battery
voltage is vital. The normal operating value is ninety volts. Any amount
of battery over and above this hastens the boiling of the thorium and
shortens the life of the tube way out
of proportion to the increased signal
strength obtained.
Now we are ready to go into details
on the mechanical variations involved
-to show why the least jar may spell

vERtiEROU5)

Quickly applied to
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it
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big advance yet
g.
made in t
Ratio 12 to I.

ter "A," is an entirely different story.
It is a much better tube in many respects but it is also a much different
one. In the first place, it doesn't give
much light arid, of course, can no
longer be used for illuminating purposes.
Its fi'ameut contains thorium,

service

t

Greater range, big.
ger volume. finer
selectivity, less in.
trrfcrence. Lasts
forever. The one

The new type tube has been developed and placed on the market.
This new type, designated by the let-

for the present tube and it looks
with more favor on your "A" battery, its useful life is not very long.
At the end of its period of succesatul

1925

Apex Faectric Mfg.-Co.
!sill N. :.bth St.

Dept. :112, Chicago

is

ruin. We will have to become a little
technical, but with curves and lines
can make our point clear.
The amplification of a tube depends
upon the slope of its grid voltageplate current characteristic. Such a
curve is shown in Figure 1. The
curve is obtained by placing various
plus and minus voltages on the grid
and reading the resulting currents in
the plate circuit. It is easy to see
that the greater the change in plate
current for a given change of energy
on the grid, the better amplifier the
tube will be. This is indicated by the
steepness of the curve. If the curve
is fairly fiat or horizontal, it is a poor
amplifier. If the curve is steep or
nearly vertical, it is a good amplifier.
Curve A shows a had amplifier.
Curve B shows a good one. Curve C
is one that is so good as to be very
unstable, tending toward oscillation
So
tube may be either too good or

'will buy for you!
Fra. Skeppiug Sartic. for Readers
of this Majax,se
I

u

111

tiooed

In

I,par.lu

bu,
bbl.

any
mataaine

,

e,.

Sod eend

It. carefully packed. direct to your
resole. prbr, Ido. may
parre) trustee, abut Insuranrc.

d.,r, 1

I

Il

MAKE NO CHARGE FOR
THIS SERVICE

It I. conducted In co-operation with Mr.
R. M. Neely. and Is fur tby to nvntenc
of hua reader,.

LONG DISTANCE,
PLEASE!
Schiekerling Tubes
Mort Distort, Leu Nain
.Ill .Irulrua
The

grounds eddy currents
that's the secret.
S- 200-14 amp.

-1 -10 amp.
Price $4.00
S- 9o0

wt.

tIH Vr

then,

In

aloCk.
Try a set and
note the difference.

DO NOT MISS the pleasure of
budding the Intet Cairn. 3XP

Circuits.

Report.

indicate

they

are the greatest development in
radio this year.
Complete Kits of Parts, including Panel. Baseboard. Celatsite
Wire, and either the Fada Neutroformers or the new Pfanstiebl

Tune -re- former
Unit

$55.00

Kit adhere strictly to specification. and will build sets exactly
as pictured in September and
November issues.

E. M. CLARKE CO.
1523 Chestnut St.
Room 301
Phila., Pa.
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too had!

Funny paradox, but it's
true.
Hut what makes the curves vary
and the tubes differ so in their per-

enable

formances?

That's easy. Several things, but
mainly the physical construction of
the filament, grid and plate elements.
This assumes an ample supply of
thorium in the filament. As already
brought out, a tube may be good, bad
or indifferent, depending on the quantity of thorium in the filament. The
factors we are now discussing have
nothing to do with this, but, of themselves, cause tubes to be good, bad or
indifferent. Let us see how.
Take a look at Figure II and you

M

dependability of the maker, and less and Tess on
mere claims. Probably that
the chief reason
xhyALL-A sltKlcA Ns continue to uutsellall of has.

i

will

see a cross view of the elements
a tube. You will notice that there
is a certain space between the filament and the grid and between the
grid and the plate. This hasn't meant
much to you before, but it means

Guaranteed

of

KENNEDY

everything in the characteristics of
the curves shown in Figure 1.
If some slight jar should move the
grid nearer the filament than normal,
the curve of the tube would become
very steep.

MODEL XV
(tits through
I IlxI
power

T

-

(uI
bioadcastiui
and brings in distance
Yet even child con tune
this highly selective receiver; SC4tII0ns ale al- found at the same
...L.' settings.

The Colin B. Kennedy Company
Sr. Lsius

KENNEDY
96A1,1;:taa
IK

DIO TUBE
'BRINGS IN THE WORT 0.
.Mad. in All Standard Types

INSTRUMENT TESTED
Read the guarantee furnished with
every Atlas Tube
'TMs Allan Tube has been Individually Instrument tested and Is
guarantees) to give entire ..tl.Mrtlon
rr
.aufartory for ny reawon
whatever. It may be returned within
a Perin/ of thirty days to the mnufacturer or to the dealer from whom
it was fought. provided the Moment
has not been burned out.
Dealrr are authorized by the
ma nufarlurr to make replacement
mrefund (in such rae)
rr whichever
may Iw desired by the customer.

Atlas Indrwment-T.ted Tube.

are guaranteed to function efficiently
In Reflex. Neutrodyne. $uperherod>ne. Radio Freuuenry or any nf
the rlrrulte which rwiuir highest
efficiency in lute.

.'

At best dealers or diget from as. Mail orpromptly filled.
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Radio Nei.
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.
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-

There

talbtertion
wen a11 profit to han
ding ATLAS TI-BEN. the Brat tube
to he mold on merchandising prin. 1pie.
affording full protection and satiate,
1

bon to >uur customers
Write or wire fnr proposition,

Cads. dalNlag. Clevetaa. OSI.
Ellle.tt beware. Datale. N. Y.
Chamber et Cae.. FlttisrsL. F..

sed
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in the first audio stage. A badly microphoni° tube may be tolerated in
the last audio stage.
The above discussions cover all

ICAN

MARR
ri

Standard Audio -Self -Tuned R. F.
Power Amplifying Push Pull

All -Amax Rcceivera
Titter -Tube Reflex Sets
All Parts Mounted Ready to Warr
One and

Super -Fine Parta
For Quality in Intermediate Frequency Reception
Your ravorlt Radio Stare Has Timm

THE RADIO KEY BOOK will give you lust the informs
ti..n you need tot-foible y mo to enjoy rmlu,totheutmost. It
contains. besides the answers to the Questions you have
been womb-rot about a number of tested, practi
cal hookups. Send 10 cents -coin or stunlnfor the KEY BOOK

i

RAULAND MFG. CO.
Pioneers in the Industry
2666 Coyne Street
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TILE

INDUSTRY

Brings in the

Stations
with bell-like
clearness
D. X.

MOnrt.
141x70
A S volt. Stand

ra Baie.

-

mp. Detectoramplifier with
fu". nolsr-lree

and louder.
Some tubes are naturally more mi-

Extensive attempts
up vibrations.
have been made on most modern receivers to mount all of the tubes on
rubber supports. This will only reduce the pick up through the set itself. A specially microphonic tube
will be affected by noise in the air.
Iu such cases, the cover of the set
should he closed or a piece of cotton
stuffed in the loud speaker. Quite
often, a relief may be obtained by
interchanging the tubes about in their
sockets, because a microphonic tube is
much more noticeable when located

DE

Largest Selling Transformers in the World

phonic." This disease is cauiei oy
loose joints permitting mechanical
vibration of the elements of the tubes.
Obviously, if the position of the grid
with re <pect to the plate and filament
determines the amount of amplification in the tube, then if the grid is
somewhat loose and free to vibrate,
trouble may be expected. A noise in
the room will shake the grid and the
grid will impart the same noise into
the radio set and it comes right out of
the horn. This has, no doubt, been
experienced by most of you.
Sometimes the grid of a tube may
be so loose that the nuise from the
loud speaker will shake it, even as it
shakes our ear drums, and impart
back into the set the same noise. This
sort of thing will gradually build up
into a hum gradually growing louder
crophonic than others. It is almost
impossible to build tubes absolutely
rigid in their internal construction.
Realizing this, the Western Electric
Company builds its tubes with small
beads of glass on the filament and
grid supports so as to dampen or reduce any tendency for then) to pick

Radio Products

AS» TRA

So a

I)fsirsptrre cirerrlar lent an r giant
Price $142.50 without accessories

LA

tube Jarred Into the position
shown in C it. Figure II would have
a curve similar to C in Figure I and
would be very unstable, tending to
oscillate. A tube bumped into the
condition shown in A in Figure II
would have a characteristic curve
like A in Figure I and would be a
had amplifier.
We Have bumped
tubes in the laboratory and have been
able to change their characteristics
at will. We du not recommend the
practice generally, but it can be done.
Now, perhaps, you can understand
our pessimism and realize how easy
it is to have a poor tube and how
hard it is to have a good one. And
the tube may have left the manufacturers in good condition. Tubes can
be bumped in transportation, you
know. Aint it fierce how it is!
Another peculiar difficulty may
arise not pertaining at all to amplification, hut, nevertheless, to the question of successful operation of your
set.
Your tubes may be "micro-

Radio
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Those annoying, sputtering tithe noises
that mar distant reception are eliminated in
Schickening Tubes and their supersensiItveneas enables you to reach out and bring
In stations you never logged before. The
freedom from distortion and tube noises is
due to the 4th element, the Triangular
Stabilizing plates, the exclusive Schickerling feature.
Get the most out of your set with
Schickerling Tubes. On sale and demon.
striated at:

SHICKERLING PRODUCTS CORP.
Factory:
401-407 Mulberry Street. Newark, N.

J.

New York Office:
Knickerbocker Dulldine. Broadway .142nd Street
Philadelphia Office,
leffeiaon Building, 1015 Chestnut Street
Pacibe Coast Distributor:
The Yale Corporation
Los Angeles and San Francisco. Californie
also Rudolph AVorlit ter Company s46Stoces
as well as uthun,ed S.hickerlrng struts.
Marl Order. Filled learn owe Newark eaeteer

SCHICKERLI NG
RADIO TUBES

Wi/h the S/abilizingi 7P/di:O tar Plates
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which takes
the place of B Batteries also helps you
to hold distant stations

The

B- Liminator

When you use
same because
I

a

it

I

1

-

Ii- laminator your B current is always the
supplied by your electric light circuit

is

It) volts A. C. 60 cycle.

Tune in a distant station and this constant voltage of your
electric light circuit allows you to hold the .ration with practically no further adjustment to your radio set-There is no
wearing clown to a B- L.iminator -cost les. than fifth of n
cant per hour to operate. Patented May 1.5, 192'3.

'
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types of tubes and naturally apply
very specifically to the 199 type. It
is much easier to boil the thorium
out of the filament by excessive filament current or high "B" battery in
this type than in the 201 -A variety.
It is much easier to jar or bump the
elements into detrimental positions
and the smaller tubes are much more
susceptible to microphonie difficulties.
No wonder most 199 tubes are bad
and it may not be entirely the manu-

facturer's fault!

Suppose, at last, you have a really
good tube and are really taking very
good care of it -what then? We are
sad to state, that, like all things
earthly. it is bound to come to an
end. flours away though it may be,
the moment will eventually arrive
when the last electron will flee from
the filament and the tube will be for-

Radio experts all over have praised the B- l.unuiator After
severe test.. Since these tests the Timmons Special Rectifier
rube has been developed. This makes the B- Liminator even
all good
better. Tube is included in the price of 335
dealers.

-At

Send for literature describing and illustrating the B- Liminator.
Well send copie of what radio authntirs wrote after the
tests of the B Liminator.

1925

which the plate current characteristic
may be changed- raised or lowered.
This forms a convenient external

method of regulating the amplification
of a tube, permitting corrections to
tubes that have been jarred in transit.
Experience has shown that these resistances should be noninductive and
should run from 400 to several thousand ohms.

Another class of amazing and perplexing troubles is the type of tube
that operates nicely as an audio -frequency amplifier, but refuses absolutely to pass radio- trequency currents. There seems to be considerable
confusion in the technical profession
as to just what causes this. We find,
however, many tubes that refuse to
operate in the radio stages, but will
give good service in the audio stages.
This suggests that tubes should he

TIMMONS
Radio Products Corporation

GERMAN It

N1i1I.AI)61.I'HIA
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ev,..r dead.
Tubes don't last forever.
A., finaecially hard as it may seem,
we .aU't accustom ourselves to it.

We suggest that you have always

on hand an extra tube or two. With
such spares, the operation of tubes in
your set may be continually checked

against decrease in amplification or
Increase in microphonic noise. The
time is rapidly approaching when
!Ain sets will be sold with spare
Wall

Ay

te aeod

ir IAA

you title booklet which
tells what others who

the n -Lin
editor think of it i

cae using

against its operation with bad tubes.
Several sets at the present time
have compensating controls for readjusting the instrument for operation

Price

iS"

For all
Radio

,

:Les even as most automobiles are
t.i.pplied with spare tires. Just at
the present time sets are distributed
among the radio public with good and
had tubes.
Those having the bad
tubes often blame the set. This is
gradually forcing the radin set manufacturer to include compensating adjustments for accommodating his receiver to the ordinary variations in
tubes and perhaps to include a tube
tester to protect his instrument

on the tubes provided.

Batteries
c.snMct c with

Such devices
consist usually of variable resistances
in the plate circuits by means of

shifted about in the various sockets
for other reasons than microphonie

considerations. This has led tu the
popular misconception that some circuits are critical, demanding so-called
When the 'A" type
picked tubes.
thorium filament first came out many
circuits were unjustly criticized because tubes had to he "picked." More
experience has, however, shown that
the trouble was in the tube-not the

circuit.

The length of life of a tube and its
determining causes has also been the
object of popular discussion for some
time. There is, perhaps, more misinformation on this one point than
all the other combined and yet it is
one of the simplest. Tubes die through
three causes:

First -Old age.
Disease.
Third- Accident.
Second

Old age is merely

a

question of the

thorium boiling entirely out of the
filament. This depends on the temperature of the filament and the
plate voltage. It has nothing whatever to do with radio signala.
The tube will last the same number

h.iucrv

L.,J.anJal,p
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`r
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16
15

The Essentials of a Good Charger
The ammeter on the Valley.
Charger shows that the hattery is being charged and that
the rate of charge is correct.
The current cunsumpt.
of
the Valley Charger is low
about half that required by
hulk+ or liquid type chargers.
Only two wearing ports. the
contacts, which last an average of two _years. make the
upkeep low. The charger itself will last a lift.
into the home:
If ou want a good charger,
The charging rate of 6 amperes makes overnight charg- look for the five essentials
ing l.ossihlc at u rate which Thc_i'rc all in the Vulles.
At Radio Dealers
cannot harm the battery.
VALLEY ELECTRIC CO., 3157 S. Kingshighwuy, St. Louis, Mo.
Here arc the five recognised
essentials of a good radio storage buttery charger: I Underwriters' arrrovol, 1? b- ampere
charging rate, (3 an indicating
ammeter. i4 low current conf Lion, 151 long life and low
upkeep cost.
The Valley flattery Charger
has them all.
It has been
tested and listed as standard
by the Underwriters' Labi riCorks. It brings no lire hazard
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THE AMPLIFEX LOOP
L-itzendrnht wound.
Tapped for 3. 4. 6, 9. IO and
turns, with NO DEAD END
Wave length range
LOSSES.
88 to 1000 meter..
Collapse by
turning one
thumb nut.
Compass is base for directional
adjustment.
43 inches high.
39 inches
wide.
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Amplifex Radio Corporation
Arlington, Mass.
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Praised By Experts!
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clarity are ensur.',) with Airtron
tub. Is a product of
aatll and accuracy.
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This Big 1925 Radio
C4ttu1io i }re(`
SET IWILDOOT
THIS CATALOG

)

"STANDARD" la the fastest -(row
In
Hallo chain store Oreanlaation
and one of the oldest and most reliable.
Thos. who cannot %lint n
IerAND
AHD' store ran J)oin ur Vaal army
of .atI.ned. thrift loving
cuatonrer
and profit by our tvptptina City Price-,
nationally known &flit reliable
'

Ñon

adlu Products sold by u. on "Monet.,
Ruck O.araatre.
Oar Catalog la Your Roma Is as Good
as a "Standard Ltak" in Year Talon.
Re/ere-sees. R. fl. Dun, Rrruhrtrrrt
or fw4,n .Yatbwar Bank.

S.wNIná-oRD
St,
611 Market

Phila., Pa.

of burning hours whether or not it. is
receiving any radio programs, and
the tube will last the same number
of burning hours whether it is used
for double amplification or single.
Refferntg has absolutely no effect on
the life of the tube. In fact, if anything, it increases the life as there is
a tendency for the operator to reduce the filament current on account
of the extra loud signals reproduced.
This very reducing of the filament
current will increase the life of the
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Non -Dielectric Condensers

Contributing to the
Popularity of the

tube.

one of our articles several months
ago gave a view into future tube
developments and that prediction still
stands.
Theré will be no need for
any further mention here of the tube
of the future.
One more point does need explaining. Many radio holshevists are complaining about the horrible cost of
tubes-the terrible profits that everybody but themselves are making.
They predict that the price of vacuum
tubes will fall to a very low level
that they ought not to cost more than
other electric light bulbs.
Of course, all this is based un more
misinformation. Most earthly woes
are offsprings of misinformation.
Vacuum tubes used in radio sets
are not electric light bulbs much as
they look it, they are not. The fact
that they give light is only incidental
-would that they didn't. they would
be more efficient.
A much higher vacuum must be
had in the radio tube. The ordinary
electric light is not a vacuum bulb at
all, by comparison.
The grid and
plates must be added and you now
realize that these are not merely
slapped in. They must be accurately
located and accurately fixed.
The final fact that will probably
forever compel vacuum tubes to sell at
higher prices than electric light bulbs
is the question of

quantity use. No
matter how extensive radio will ever
become, it is inconceivable that it will
ever exceed the illuminating business
Electric light bulbs, then, from th.

standpoint of quantity production will
always undersell the vacuum tube.

t6

";

A diseased tube is one that has
air leak in it or one that has not
been properly pumped out.
Many
manufacturers of bootleg tubes do
not seem to realize that the tubes and
the metal of the plate and grid roust
be heated red hot during the pumping
action. Otherwise, air will continue
to lodge in the metal to ooze out after
an

the tube has been placed in service.
Most bootleg tubes are diseased and
soon die, although they probably
passed excellent tests before leaving
the factory.
Of course, death of a tube by accident is too well known among us to
be discussed here -that is, if the tube
has actually been killed. Sometimes
an excessive filament or plate voltage.
if but momentarily applied, will apparently kill the tube. However, if
pulmotur methods are applied. it
may sometimes be brought hack to
normal and used for many months.
What happens is this: The sudden
boiling of the thorium drives off all
that existed on the exterior of the
filament. Before the thorium on the
inside of the filament wire had the
pleasure of an early death, the high
voltage was removed.
Now, if the
tube is lighted and the "B" battery
removed, a gentle boiling process
starts, that gradually works the remaining thorium n to the outside of
the filament.
It is best during this
boiling process to reverse the "A"
battery au as to work the thorium
uniformly out into usefulness. This
entire boiling action will sometimes
require an hour. It is the old, old
story of the pulmotur. It depends on
the shock the patient has received,
how long, if ever, it takes for complete resuscitation.
Consider yourself lucky if you accidently all but
murder a tube, and find that you can
bring it hack at all!
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SPLITDORF RECEIVER

LP

Heath Condensers play an important part in th.
accuracy. easy tuning and range of this remarkable Splitdorf Receiver. l'he choice by uch art
eminent manufacturer of Heath Condensers ie
convincing rvtdencr of thoroughgoing quality MPermanently Flat
of both material. and wrrkn -nehip end also ..l
Plates
superior design. This sort of evidence is your
Stamped tinder ht. gr
best guide in the choice of condensers.
press. to absolute
PRICES FOR VERNIER CONDENSeRS
end tent ¡read
w'Ith
Without
niai
to prevent warping.
No. I2AV
12 Plate ....$5.00
$4.35
No. 24AV
4.65
24 Plate.... 5.50
Micrometer
44 Plate.... 6.50
No. 44AV
5.85

,

Non. V,,nir, type in all c ,.cltir.
loath Socket wit). the Exclusive ar
Absorber
Feature, Price 75c.
Heath Genuine Bakelite Owls
In 7. t and 4 Inch SI,..
S.. the Meath Condone., at year dedar'
writ. for I_u.eio,s
I

HEATH RADIO &

Electric Mfg. Co.

.
sw

205 First Street

Newark, N. J.

Geared Vernier

Ordinary ndlntmentt
reduced by separate
geared adjustment to

hairbreadth

d

i.ttnc-

o n. We guarantee
the Heath
t
tenser to be more
highly selective than
any condenser employing
vernier which
actuate. ALL of the
t i

Vernier

(',.naduin Ih.(r ¡leu (or g. Larron) Wireless Telegraph
Co., at Canada. Ltd.. Montreal. Nt. Johns,
l'ancouvcr, Winnipeg, Habra: and 7nonto.
(plates,
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OSCILLATION LIMITS
AMPLIFICATION

l'he tendency of radio frecircuits to oscillate definitely limits the amount of amplification possible and therefore
definitely limits the sensitivity of
quency'

Neutralizing and potentiometer control kill the oscine':
by putting on the
the set.

brakes but there again the sen-

sitivity
THE

is limited.

KOMPENTROL

pre-

sents a new method of utilizing
all the sensitivity possessed by
tuned radio frequency but controls oscillations without the
necessity of "putting on the
brakes.
It is a compensating
control.
Therefore

KOMPENTROI.

(rhdetector
tubes t
and

tuned radie frequency.
2 audio frequency)

KARDON PRODUCTS CO., Inc.
451 Greenwich St., New York
Philadlphla Office
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A DX- Getter

inductance of the coil increases at the
shorter wave lengths, and still less of
the tuning condenser is required to
obtain resonance, it follows that still
less capacity would be required in the
controlling condenser.
in other
words, it would seem as if the curve
A -B in Figure 5 should take the direction indicated by the broken line.
As a platter of fact, the curve turns
upward, as at B -C, Figure 5. The
reason for this lies in the marked increase in the resistance of the circuit.
it is known that the resistance of a
condenser, whether it be a low -loss
type or not, may rise to ten or twenty
times its resistance at full settings at
dial settings less than about 25. Besides this. the resistance of the coil
increases rapidly at the shorter wave
lengths. The resistance of the circuit
increases at a much more rapid rate
than the Inductance of the coil increases, so that to neutralize this
extra resistance it is necessary to use
considerable inure feed -back.
It is
this that causes the curve to turn
upward at the shorter wave lengths.

Railroad.
The )4C Sterling Pocket Voltmeter
tells you whether your new dry u3
Battery
full of energy or .hell -worn;
whether your dry or storage "B" Bat
legit. have the
required for
your set. Thus you often locate your
trouble instantly and save eaaperat
ing searches for the trouble where It
is not.
It tells you when to ,c
e
ire
Wet
Batteries and when , to
card the Dry. Tell at times that the

i

voltg

R'

di

In your

It has

set.

lust the "right restance."
It does not ove.drin the hne.y
her
of having too little resistance
nor yet give
meaningless high reading due to ton much resistance.
It
tells the actual ability rd the battery
to fun. tion under working conditions.

eu

It Tells
The Truth

Price (050 scale,
$l

I

volt division),

So,

THE STERLING MFG. CO.

¿sil

DJ

rate at)

uecrease with the wave length. This
is shown in that part of the curve in
Figure 5 between the points A and B.
Referring to Figure 4, since the
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514 PAGES
its kind
compiled

and edited by practical radio esprit.
of national reputation. Packed with
concise, sound information useful to
every radio fan
beginner to

Per Cent Antenna

-I

veteran hard -boiled owl. hundreds
of illustrations and diagrams to make
every point clear. Note this partial
list of contents:
Electrical terms and circuits, n-

tennes, batteries, venerators and
motors, bclron I vanmm) tubes,
many recivine hook ups. radio
and audio frequency amplihclion,
broadcast and commercial trans m)
nd receivers,
meters,
super regneration, codes license
odes. Many other features.
fond Ili today and set obi, 514 -pegs I. C. S.
Radio Handbook belo you spend another
mint on parts. Money back if not satisfied.

posi-

tive protection to your home during
thunderstorms and not a hazard.
Moreover. if you discover that you
will be obliged to perform some tree climbing stunts or promenades along
the ridge of your roof, don't take too
many chances. Better hire a man
who is familiar with such work to do
the steeple -jack tricks. Ten dollars
spent fpr such labor is good insurance against a broken limb or perhaps a worse accident and you'll
probably have a better job, anyway.
All in all, trt.at your aerial as a
distinct and individual part of your
radio outfit, keep it free and clear
from other objects, keep the joints
clean and tight and surprise yourself
with the sort of reception you had
always hoped to have but had thought
a vain wish rather than an attainable reality.

F.

most complete book of
THE
ever published. Written,

M. .\

sure then that your aerial is
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geed three Sc
stamps t o r

T.cluirelly edited lit
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Counterfex Circuits
for Experimenters
(Continued From Page 12)
of the circuit are arranged so that
exactly half of this capacity is re-

quired to balance the system accurately, it would then be necessary to increase the counteracting capacity to
its maximum value, or decrease it to
its minimum value, to produce self oscillation. It may appear, incidentally, that this would be the ideal way
to arrange the values of the circuit,
but this is not the case. It is better
to arrange the values so that nearly
all the counteracting capacity is required to balance the system accurately. Then self- oscillation can be
produced only by decreasing the
counteracting capacity.
When a Counterflex circuit is arranged in this way self-oscillation
usually takes place when less than 10
or 20 per cent of the counteracting
capacity is used. Above this approximate value the tube will not oscillate.
It will be readily seen that the counteracting capacity of the Counterflex
circuit is, in fact, a very useful and
easily adjusted audibility control.
And now we will consider some
practical Counterflex circuits. In Fig.
3, I show the standard three -tube
Counterflex circuit which I have already explained in detail, and for
which building instructions have been
given. The circuit of Fig. 3, however, is slightly different from the
original three -tube circuit. A different method is used for coupling the
antenna to the tuned grid circuit of
the reflex tube.
In the original Counterflex circuit
the antenna was connected to a coil
which was inductively coupled to the
grid coil Li, the opposite end of the
antenna coil being connected to
ground. This arrangement was not
found to be quite selective enough
when the receiver was located near
powerful broadcasting stations. Last
month, therefore, I suggested another
method of coupling the antenna to
the grid circuit. I suggested that a
small variable capacity (about the
same value as the counteracting capacity) be used for this purpose, connecting this coupling condenser directly between the antenna and the
grid of the reflex tube. This variable
coupling condenser proved to be a
very excellent selectivity control.
Since writing last month's article,
however, I have experimented further
with this idea and I find in the vast
majority of cases a variable coupling
is not necessary. A fixed value of
capacity coupling can be used, provided the coupling is loose enough to
give selectivity, even under difficult
conditions. If a fixed coupling condenser were connected directly between the antenna and the grid, however, it would have to be a very low
value, much lower than any of the
fixed condensers readily obtainable
on the market. Even if such low capacity fixed condensers were obtainable they would probably not be uniform, and slight differences in capacity would have a large effect upon
selectivity.
The same loose coupling effect,
however, can be obtained with a comparatively large fixed condenser if
it is connected between the antenna
and a tap on the grid inductance Ll,
instead of directly to the grid. Slight
variations in the value of the coupling condenser do not then have much
effect upon selectivity. I find that
very excellent selectivity can be obtained by using the values indicated
in Fig. 3, and, more clearly, in Fig. 4.
If you have a standard three -tube
Counterflex receiver you can very
easily make the changes necessary to
improve the selectivity of your set.
Just remove the primary winding of
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Counterformer T1 and tap the center
turn of the secondary coil. Then con-

nect a .0001 mfd. fixed condenser between this tap and the antenna, as
shown in Fig. 4. If, by any chance,
your set then develops a 60-cycle hum
or picks up other interference of this
nature by induction, you can remedy
this condition by connecting an inductance directly between the antenna and ground.
The value of this inductance is not
critical. About sixty turns of No. 22
on a three -inch tube will serve, but

this coil must be turned at right
angles to the grid coil Ll and should
be as far away from it as possible.
It will be realized that this method
of antenna coupling not only affords
excellent selectivity, without complicating the operation of the receiver,
but also obviates the necessity of
using a transformer to couple the antenna and grid circuits. A single
coil, with a center tap, is all that is

needed.
When I was working with this, the
idea occurred to me that the same
thing could be done with the transformer coupling the plate circuit to
the second tuned circuit. If so, the
construction of the receiver would become very simple indeed, even if the
operation was not improved. I decided to try out this idea first
with a receiver using a crystal detector instead of a vacuum tube. The idea
worked out very satisfactorily. I
tried various arrangements and
finally decided on the circuit of Fig.
5 as the best. As you can see, it is
very simple. Instead of using ordinary transformer coupling between
the plate circuit and the L2 -C2 circuit, direct magnetic coupling is used,
a portion of the coil L2 being common to both circuits. In Fig. 5 the
plate circuit is shown with heavy
lines so that you can trace it easily.
While I have not made any scientific comparison between this circuit

and the original circuit with ordinary
transformer coupling, the audibility
seems to be every bit as good, if not
better. In any case the change is an
improvement as the construction of
the transformers is greatly simplified. With the original circuit it was
necessary to have two different types
of transformers (T1 and T2). Although there was nothing very complicated about these transformers a
great many home -made sets were inefficient because the coils were not
wound right or were incorrectly connected in the circuit. With the cirsuit of Fig. 5 I hardly think it is
possible to make a mistake. In the
first place, L1 and L2 are exactly
alike. Each has the same number of
turna and each is tapped in the
center. The connections are so simple
that it would be almost impossible
to make a mistake.
The simplicity of this circuit,
however, is not its only advantage.
There is another very important feature. When the correct constants are
used the two tuning dials read alike
when the circuit is tuned to any given
frequency. That is to say, if a lowwave station tunes at 20 on the first
tuning dial, it also tunes at 20 on
the second dial. Similarly, if a long wave station tunes at 85 on the first
dial it tunes at 85 on the second dial.
Furthermore, the dials read alike,
no matter what type or length of antenna (with reasonable limits) is used
with the circuit. For example, the
dials read alike with an eighty -foot
antenna and they also read alike
with a 125 -foot antenna. The very
fact that the dials read alike is alone
an important improvement. It is
usually very difficult to accomplish
this with a reflex circuit. It is accomplished in this case because the
tuning constants in the antenna -gad
circuits are practically duplicated in
the plate detector circuits. Ordinary
variations in antenna capacity do not
affect this arrangement because of

FORMICA IS THE MARK
OF QUALITY IN RADIO

Formica panels, tubing and sub bases are the marks of
quality in a radio set. You can be sure that the set which
has them has been built for life time service-and that enduring good performance has not been sacrificed to the saving of a few cents here and there.
It is more necessary than ever this year to judge a radio
set by the material it contains. Price competition last year
brought in the type of apparatus that 'would perform beautifully for a week or two and then quit. And price competition is still with us.
Formica is used by nearly all the great makers of high quality apparatus. They swear by it as they always have.
Be sure you have it in the set you buy.

THE FORMICA INSULATION CO.
4654 Spring Grove Ave., Cincinnati, Ohio
Sales Offices
Church Street
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516 Casten Bldg
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422 First Avenue
6 Beacon Street
65 Calle Obispo
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Write for Booklet, "What Formica Is"

1 rormica is used by 125 leading makers
-and has for years been used by
more makers than all other materials...

2

Formica will last forever.

Formioa, in appearance, is the finest
of all panel materials and always
remains so,
Formica's electrical qualities of every
hind far exceed any possible requirement.

2

t

Formica has high mechanical strength

and will not break in use.
Formica will not sag front heat or
cold Sow under pressure.
It retains
its dimensions. Everything you fasten
to it stays tight and precisely where
you put it.
7 Formioa panels are sold in neat craft
paper envelopes which assure you that
you are getting the genuine.
8 Formica is one of the most widely
approved materials in radio.
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"You've got a wonderful set with all
the power and none of the grief
of the Supers"
SO writes Henry M. Neely. Editor of

RADIO -IN- THE -HOME. He adds;
"This afternoon we hooked up
the QUADRAFORMER KIT you
sent us. It took about half an
hour. This evening we traveled
west with it, and at this minute
a mixed quartette is singing a
negro melody at KFI (Los
Angeles) -2357 miles away frant
us. I ant thirty feet from the
loud speaker and hear it clearly.
These coils certainly know where
they come from!"

The GEARHART - SCHLUETER
SUPER -FIVE is a trouble -proof set,
far more sensitive and far more selective, of greater volume and more
natural tone than any set that you
have ever heard.
All so- called "neutralizing" devices
are done away with. They are not
needed. Internal set noises are eliminated, instead of being imperfectly
suppressed. The QUADRAFORMER
System will reward you with a remarkable difference In real music-

rich sweet tonea and great volume
(without distortion) when desired.
Write today for the QUADRAFORMER BOOK. It win' start you
on the way toward a new radio ex.
perience.
Profusely illustrated with photographs and drawings, It takes you
step -by -step through the making of
a 5 -tube GEARHART -SCHLUETER
receiver. The method of description
simply takes all the difficulties right
out of the set construction.
Don't doubt -know for yourself
what the QUADRAFORMER System
is.
Just write and ask for the
QUADRAFORMER BOOK, enclose
25c to cover cost of handling and
mailing and you'll have it by return
mail. But don't delay- -the number
of copies available for this offer is
limited.

Gearhart- Schlueter
Radio Corp.
P. O. Box 212, Fresno, California
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This Amazing New -Type
Coil is Revolutionizing
Radio Set Building
\t 5th Circlolds feedback of energy Is eliminated between colla and
confined solely to the
wiring circuits where It
Is
subject to complete

MODERN electrical

acthas discovered a

ILL

principle In

new

radio.

Three Great
Advantages

frequency amplification -a new Improved trans former that gives the
moat amaaing results.
it is known as the Idrla
Clrclold. Simply clip the
coupon below -and let us
Id you the complete
vImlcal story.

fasciadvantages
nating study--even for
th. se who are not inter stcd in the technical olds
of radio.
A. practically everybody knows. in the ordinary radio set, not only

The Cis-001d has no
pick -up quality and
is rendered ¡inmune
from outside electrical influence
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Its eelclonoy

a

radio- frequency c o i l s
tlun.aelvea act an pick -up
devices of broadcasting
slgnai
This 14 onee of
the chief causes of
fats call
most radio
"broad tuning."
With l rla Ctrclo:de.
Independent pick -up of
signals by the Coils Is
away
completely done
will' Selectivity of the
receiver is always at
msxtmum. Sharp tuning
and less interference are
the direct result.
Static disturbance ha
been reduced to the very
minimum. For everybody
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exact wave length
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Thus here at last in a
radio set that offers new
delights in summer-time
radio. No other receiver
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two tufting controls and has very high
audibility. Even if a set using this
circuit is located within a quarter
of a mile of a powerful broadcasting
station it is possible to tune in other
stations 50 kilocycles away without
interference. This, of course, is an
extreme case. If the set is four or
live miles from the local station it
will be able to tune in stations 20
kilocycles or less away without interference. When receiving slightly
more distant stations, of course, the
set will separate stations 10 kilocycles apart without any trouble.
In other words, thin circuit in common with the circuit of Fig. 3, is
suitable for use in districts like New
York where selectivity is of the utmost importance.
Simplicity of Operation: There
are just two tuning controls and, as
I said before, the dials of these two
controls always read alike when the
set is tuned to any given frequency.
If desired, the audibility can be controlled with the counteracting capacity or this capacity can be left permanently in a position which prevents the tube from oscillating.

East of Construction: The parts
in this circuit are all very
simple. The coils Ll and L2 are not
critical values. They have only to
possess sufficient inductance to enable the tuning condensers to cover
the broadcast range of frequencies.
With two .00025 mfd. condensers, 60
turns of No. 22 on a three -inch tube
will be about right, in each case.
Each coil is tapped in the center.
I am using low -loss self- supported
coils and find them very satisfactory.
Low Cost: This circuit does not
cost any more to build than a twotube set with regenerative detector
and one stage of audio -frequency amplification, and yet it uses only one
tube and possesses all the other advantages mentioned above.
As you can see, I feel rather enthusiastic about the operation of this
circuit, hut if you built a three -tube
Counterflex with the original circuit,
as in Fig. 3, please do not start
tearing it down to use the circuit of
used
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the loose coupling between the
antenna and the L2 -C2 circuit.
The selectivity of this circuit is
unusually good. The arrangement
previoualy described, and illustrated
in Fig. 4, is used. In fact, from
every point of view r believe this
circuit is exceptionally efficient. I
am almost willing to wager there
is not another one -tube crcuit which
possesses all the advantages of this
one and i honeatly believe it is by
far the muet efficient one -tube circuit in existence. I shall briefly summarize its advantages:
High Audibility : The audibility of
this one -tube circuit is at least equal
to that of an ordinary two -tube set
with regenerative detector and one
stage of audio- frequency amplification.
High Selectivity: The selectivity
is remarkably good, especially in view
of the fact that the circuit has only
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Fig. b; or if you contemplated building a three -tube Counterflex, go right
ahead. The Fig. 3 circuit is by no
means obsolete.

If

any of the modifications given

here, or in later articles for the benefit of experimenters, appeal to you,
you will find that you can very easily
change your set to use these modifications. Next month I will show you
how to use the system of Fig. 5 with

the three -tube circuit of Fig. 3.
Fig. 6 is the same circuit as
Fig. 6. It is included to show experimenters the value of the fixed
condensers, the arrangement of the
binding posts and telephonic jack and
the connections to the audio -frequency transformer.

Fig. 7 shows the same circuit with
extra stage of audio- frequency
amplification. This, of course, is the
most practical circuit to use. The
an

so that a loudspeaker can be used and good volume
obtained.
I shall be very glad to receive reports from readers who experiment

audibility is increased

with these circuits.
(To be continued Wert month)

Those Short Waves
(Continued them Pees.

7)

shorter waves, use multiple reception
to obtain better quality, and thus he
able to rebroadcast the signal on the
regular broadcasting waves. This is
now done quite often, in particular
the

by

Westinghouse

C u In p a n y,

through their Station KDKA, at
Pittsburgh.
Another point in question concerning the use of short-wave transmission is the common belief that the
short waves travel as well by day as
by night.
Very unfortunately, indeed, this is
not so. It has been found that waves
in the range of 20 to 30 meters reach
out much better by day than by night;
exactly opposite to those in the usual
broadcast range of from 2211 to 600
meters. Again waves of from 30 to 50
or 60 meters are apt to prefer the
time from noon to midnight for long
distances. There does not seem to be
a happy medium that will travel as
well by day as by night, although the
field around 60 meters sometimes
shows a little promise in this directioin.

If

we consider the field of waves

shorter than 15 to 20 meters, we begin to enter the questionable; and
for the waves of shorter than une
meter in length it can only he said
that here lies the Great Unknown
with all its mysteries, thrills, and, if

there he any, promises.
As to the question when broadcasting will be done on the short waves
instead of those in use at present, let
me remind you that this can prubobly
only be done through congressional
action or some other such action. This
it is not likely to happen tomorrow
afternoon. Again it is well to remember that there are now millions
of dollars invested in broadcasting
transmitters that would be useless for
short-wave work. Also there is so
much to be learned about the use of
short waves that there are probably
not enough engineering data available
to assure success if the change were
made to the short waves.
If any such change is made, it will
come in the natural course of events
after long continued work on the
part of radio engineers. Like every
other industry and art, radio pro greases only in proportion to the time
and energy devoted to it.
On the
other hand, the Weatinghouse shortwave transmitter broadcasts regularly and simultaneously with
the
regular KDKA transmitter and has
been heard in all parts of the world.
Regular broadcasting un the short

waves is
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therefore happening at the

present time, as you can see.
This brings us to the question often
asked as to what can be heard in the
it is, of course,
short-wave range.
not easy to answer this question because of the constantly changing conditions, due to the fact that all of the
work that is being done at present
is more or less of an experimental
nature. One can be assured, however,
that no matter where he lives the
chances are that he will be able to
hear KDKA. The author's station,
9XBG, has also been reported from
practically the entire United States,
although broadcasting from this station is necessarily of an infrequent
nature. Stations in France and England have been heard in the Middle
West, so that while there are but few
stations broadcasting by means of
short waves, their ability to cover
greater distances often means the
thrill of hearing a foreign station.
To return now for a moment to the
question as to the greater distances
possible with short-wave transmission.
The amateur radio operator
with his transmitter has been responsible for the importance that
short waves are assuming in the
field. Too, he is the one who has been
able to point out by actual demonstration the enormous distances that it is

Better Contact
An easy way to get distant stations clearly
It important at all times-but doubly
important in summer, when static is apt

-to

to be troublesome
have clean, perfect
contact between tubes and sockets. If
you don't, the almost unnoticeable films
of corrosion act as barriers for the delicate currents; magnified, they cause

annoying noises.

"it's the contact that counts"
N. Aid

socket
Ise

LeLuae
No.

NeAld e.nu

P.-kt

s6o

Nn.

400.

This brings

us to

401,

another reason

work.

The amateur has done but
phone work in the short -wave
field; in fact, is not allowed to by his

little

Government license, and there is a
vast difference between the transmission of cede and phone. Code, you
understand, consists of nothing but
dot and dash signals and, roughly
speaking, has but one tone. Quality
of tone does not count for much; it
is the ability to get a signal through
regardless, if necessary, of quality.
This rather more simple operation
naturally aids the transmitter considerably. On the contrary, radiophone transmission requires the transmission of practically all of the notes
or frequencies in the audible range,
the full scale of the piano, various
musical instruments, etc., and this,
it can be seen. is a tremendously more
difficult problem, because quality

transmission becomes paramount in
importance and it may be necessary
to limit the distance of transmission
for the sake of securing quality of
reception.
So far in our discussion of the subject we have not been extremely kind
to short-wave transmission, but we
are also able to show very good reasons why their use may quite likely
be universal at some future time.
As I have said, the amateur has
shown the possibilities of distance
transmission. Ile has done this so
well that many times he has sent
signals half around the world with
only about as much power in hie

transmitter

as is used to

light one's

reading lamp surely a marvelous
achievement and one that begins to
make us wonder what is to come in
short -wave power transmission.
We can also add one or two more
advantages to the credit of short
waves.
One, for instance, the fact
that it becomes possible to use extremely small antennae. The brass
curtain rod, two or three feet long,
above your window, would serve as a
very excellent antenna for the transmission or reception of waves in
the neighborhood of four or five
meters long. Proportionately then, it
should be possible to carry in our
pockets, without folding, a perfectly
good antenna for waves under one
meter in length! Miniature transmitters, receivers and antennae, operating with small power expenditure,

12,241 Socket No.
411.

7c

Na -Aid Adapter No. 429 and Na -Aid
999 are especially made for
with UV -199 and C -299, and No. 411
for WD -11 tubes, all of which are used
with dry batteries. They are a big aid
to the highest tube efficiency.
Use Na -AId Sockets not only in the set
you build, but also install them in the set
you buy. At all dealers.
Mail coupon fur free booklet. "What to
Build," giving tested, selected circuits.
ALDEN MANUFACTURING COMPANY
Alta ,nak. n/ th lemma Ne.Ald Malt
Dept. J -7, Springfield. Mass.

Nld
499.

Rocket No.
sec

ep.c Socket No.

possible to attain by their use.

for this article when f mention that
so far we have been considering the
use of short waves for radiophone

Na -Aid Sockets remove those barriers.
The exclusive side- scraping contacts (not
just side pressure) of Na -AId DeLuxe
Sockets cut the corrosion from the sides
of tube terminals. A turn or two of the
tube-and the tube terminals are clean.
The Alden- processed Bakelite conserves all the current energy.
Laboratory tests proved Na AId Sockets most
efficient in low lass and low capacity.
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Alden Manufacturing Co..
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"Last night we
heard the
sweetest voice"
Few boast of having heard a powerful
voice. Radio has grown up. It is now
something to listen to, not to marvel at. We
are now in the cycle of TONE!

The other day a man said he was just
realizing that he had a hundred dollars'
worth of set and a dollar's worth of horn! His next
move is to balance up his set with a good speaker.
The BRISTOL has all the volume you will ever
want. but its fine point is TONE. It is good to listen
to. The notes come in in tune. You receive a wealth
of music from which the cream of tone has not been
skimmed.
For $20, $25 or $30 you can get a Bristol Speaker,
and there are others for less. Ask your dealer to send
one out to the house. And let us send you folder No.
3022 -Q; it tells 'tchv the Bristol is the horn of tone.

BRISTOL

AUDIOPHONE

Loud Speaker

THE BRISTOL (OMPA'4Y W'ATENBURY, CONN
'
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1925

yet able to communicate around the

world, is something for us to dream
about.

Britain

greatest engineers. In de.
signing receiving equipment for Hi.
Majesty, KING GEORGE V. chose
Resistance
Coupled Amplification.
None other would do.

way means more.
For example, the length of the
wave does not help us directly, so far
as the much- discussed subject of
selectivity is concerned. Selectivity
is one of the factors that has determined for us how much radio we can

DAVEN RESISTANCE
AMPLIFIER

to your Ivortte tunr that
finesse in quality mplifiution desired for
the Chambers of Buckingham Palace,
With
Coupling, overtones and

will give

use
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four

and bring per.
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meter wave has a frequency of 1,500,000 cycles, that is, it reverses its direction that many times each second.
A 600-meter wave has a frequency of
500,000 cycles.
Now, in general
radio-phone work, with a receiver of
the better type, two transmitting stations should be separated by a frequency difference of at least 10,000
cycles in order that they shall not interfere with each other. Between the
600 -meter wave of 500,000 cycles and
the 200 -meter wave of 1,500,000 cycles
there is a total difference of 1,000,000
cycles, which means that only 100
stations might operate within thin

pl.t. handbook on nr.l.l.
a.. Coupled A og,nnra
Mm
Price Mthat aid S.k.
11.1121

a

Ilh.atration shot,
thr Super :In.p;litrr--The ,t rtarocrot ol .1
plifle,s."
Thr

q/ .tóv:r

band and be free from interference.
It will be seen from the above that
the shorter the wave the Kreuter its
frequerfry. A wave one meter long
has a frequency of 300,000,000 cycles
per second and a wave of 5 meters
length has a frequency of 60,000,000
cycles, a difference of 2411,000,000
cycles. Dividing this by our neces-

-
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build a short wave-or, for that matter, a universal range-receiver if my

*NM

absa

readers desire.

c%'r

NOTE. -Sure I will. All that our
readers have to do is to let us know
that they want such an article and the
necessary space will be allotted at
once.
H. M. N.
1,

Now Women Demand
Their Share of Programs
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List Price:
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MODEL "B"
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Usiled State
Canada
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$39.S0
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The ORIGINAL HARKNESS REFLEX
Two Taber sad Crystal

Litt Pries:

Uaitsd States
$35.00
Canada .......$42 50
.

Both kit. Include all necessary part. and instructions.
Reflex set. are the Best Summer Sellera,

Jobbers and Dealer,

-Writ.

KENNETH HARKNESS RADIO CORP.
727 Frelinghuysen Ave,
Newark, N. J.

No. 302

$1
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For use in homes, etc., for
aerial and ground. battery
and

loud- speaker

connection.

Fits all standard Radio plugs.
The jack can be mounted flush
on the wall or baseboard, or
in regular outlet box.

Extends 15s" back of plate and
is completely encased in shell.

-

The jack is provided with terconnections
minal screws
can be made

without solder.

Any dealer eon supply
In Canda

-

Carter Radio Co.. Ltd.. Toronto

Co:,
CarterCnGRadio
._.
-
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-

1

wave meters.
H. M. N. I am sure would be glad
to include in an early issue of Radio
in the Home an article un how to

Counterilex and Reflex Kits
,

separation figures of 10,000
cycles we find that we could operate
24,000 stations in this band without
interference. If broadcasting ever is
done on the waves under 5 meters in
length, it is conceivable that one
might have to take about half a day
off in order to find the local station
unless more general use is made of
sary

.............. «..e......»............«.....».................,s,a

IA fESTACHIP.VMFNT

without destructive interference,

and selectivity is'primarily dependent
upon the frequency of the wave.
To illustrate more clearly, perhaps,
what is meant here, consider the wave
lengths used in broadcasting -those
from 200 to 000 meters long. A 200 -

DAVEN RESISTANCE
COUPLED KITS
Tues kit. are put a In three

undertones are amplified alike. therefore,
di.tortlnnles The moo dentate shadings In musical composition. other with
Instruments or the voice. are reproduced
with
fothfulnes not obtainable with
It
any other meth.rl of amplification
costs less to install than other methods of
amplifir.unn and add. greatly in the lira
of your "b" batteries.

., .r

Radio Receptacle Jack
for Wall Mounting

a

COUPLED SUPER

.US

CARTER

I have referred throughout this article to waves in terms of their length
only because this has been the popular way of thinking of them. It is
far better, though, to think of the
wave9 in terms of their frequency
rather than their length because it in

Fit for a King

rase
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of scap have been put. Use boiling
water for all of the dishes except the
silverware.
Wash glassware first, then silver,
then cups and saucers, plates and
serving dishes. As I said before, it
is easier to wash the pots and pans
during the preparation of the meals.
Glassware will be brighter if not
much soap is used, though a little
makes it brighter.
Using the dish
mop, first wash the glasses inside and
out, rinse them and place them upside
down, slightly tipped, in the drain
The
basket, and then dry them.
silverware may he cleaned satisfactorily and quickly with the mop, and
this method keeps the hands out of
the water.
Have you a drain basket? It is
such a time saver and does away to a
large extent with the insanitary dish
towel.
After washing the dishes,
stack them in the racks and scald

Make Money Building
This Set for Friends
4-tube et with 5 tube
Ilse i
volume and a wonderfully sweet tone
It is not renewed, but employs the
rlrcuit (with improvements) which
made the Greene Concert Selector
.inch
favorite in the East.

I

the L +K Variable
the secret
Clarifying Selector and the VT2S
Vriotrenformer. so widely prated
The Selector
by radio authorities.
is
patented aerial tuner that give.
The VT25
needlepoint .electivity.
variable transformer, operating
is
without a condenser. that gives the
mplifit arion of two ordinary fiaed
R. F. transformers. Both will improve
any standard hook.up.

We II supply 11 th parts and
charts and free expert aide ise t.
buId this excellent et. Cet lust one
sot working in your neighborhood
and yr.u'll soon he good and busy on
very profitable' work.
Write fo,
Free diagram spread and particu
la rs.

Address

The Langbein- Kaufman
Radio Company
511

chapel St., Dept. It.,
Hacen, Conn.
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